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MABTIN I,UTHER KING
EDITOBIAT COMMETiIT

Martin Luther King'

Man of the People

The Reverend Martin Luther King Jr., the voice, inspiration and
symbol of the Negro people's stru[gie for freedom and equality,
ii d"rd, murdered }y fhe ligotry and racist violence that pervades

our land. There *ete *ary o-ccasions, during the past decade, when
attempts were made on Kings life. This time the cowardly assassin

rr"""6d"d, hitting his targel with a single blast. Witlfn less than
an hour tife had"ebbed fr6m the body oT the man who, more than
anyone else, personified the heroic detbrmination of the black people
to win their iiberation NOW. One of humanity's great leaders has

been silenced forever.
Like the rumble of an earthquake, the news of his assassination,

shook the entire nation. Shock, outrage, shame swept every nook
and corner of the land. People wept bpenly; others lashed out in
their bittnerness and frustration.

Literally millions of black and white Americans ioined in the day
of mourning on "Black Tuesday'' to honor the fallen mart-yr. In
hundreds of"to*ns and cities spontaneous and union-sanctioned work
stoppages took place; public and parochial schools were closed;
*"idhe-s, vigils and memorial services were held; docks from Texas

to Maine alird f.o* San Diego to Vancouver were at a standstill.
The flag was flown at half-mast on official buildings. 

-
NeveI before in the history of our naUon had the death of a private

citizen evoked such profound emotion and sorrow, nor witnessed
such a mass outpouiing of rnourners. But the Reverend Martin
Luther King was 

*no 
ordlinary private citizen' His name was known

arrd reverei not only withiri &rt o*r, shores but on all continents
where men ffght for ireedom and dignity.

Deeolv mo:vins eulogies paid homage to this man who was cut
do*" li the peak of fis m'atority. Yei there was a deliberate cam-

paign to ,edrrie the essence of hiJ He's work only to his commitment
^to rionviolence: I(ing was "a man of rnoderation,"-"a man of restraint,"
"a man of peace."

People Mrct Act on Oun Bahnlf

While it is indisputable that Martin Luther King esp^oused a

philosophy of lon-violence and.abhorred.violence il ?"y for1,,\e
ivas ffist'of all, and above all, an implacable and irreconcilable ".,

meant not submissiveness, but deffance; not passivity, but militancy;
not servility, but an independent spirit and the full dignity of man.
He was a tenacious and dedicated fighter, and never tired of empha-
sizing that freedom would not come of itself but had to be won
throggh 4etermined and persistent mass action of the oppressed
peoples themselves. "Only- when people themselves begin to act,"
he said again and again, "are rights on paper given life blood."
(Nea York Times, August 5, 1962. )

From the day he became the pastor of the Dexter Avenue Baptist
Church in Montgomery, Alabaria, until the very end, he devbted
his great talents, his profound intellect and inspiring oratory to
arouse and unite the Negro people for massive aciions 

-to win their
right to rvalk like men.

From the 381-day boycott to break bus segregation in Montgomery,
to the sit-ins at hinch'counters, to the fr#a&" rid.es, to tli-u *"r,
marches and economic boycotts, to the voter registration campaigns,
Martin Luther King sought to involve thousands of men, women
and children from the localities in which the struggle was being
yaggd. 

_ 
It was his vision of the freedom goal that irnbued the

hundreds of thousands,of Southern Negroeiwith tJre courage to
break racist laws an.-d defy racist practices; to maintain solid ianks
in the conf,rontations with club-swinging state troopers, snarling dogs,
water hoses and electric cattle p"rois. Bombinls of homJs #d
churches, brutal beatings oJ demofrsuators, rnurdlrs of civil rights
activists, jailings of thousands-all this and more-failed to deter tf,em
from direct confrontation with the Southern power structure.

In his famous Letter from Birmingham^ Jail, a reply to eiglt
Alabama clergynen who called for i halt fo 

'the 
d6nionstratidns

"directed and led in part by outsiders" since they "incite to hatred
and violence," Martin Luther King explained what was meant by
direct, non-violent massive actions:

- lo-" deplore the demonstrations that are presently taking place
in Brr-mrngham. Bu! I arn sorry_that your stafoment did notixpress
a similar ooncern for the coriditions that broughLt the demonstra-
tions into being. . . .

As in so many experiences of the past we were confronted with
blasted hopes, a-nd the dark shadow of a deep disappointment
s^ettle-d upon us. So we had no alternative except-that oi preparing
for direct action, whereby 1ve would present-our very Lo&"s as
a means of laying our case before the conscience of tlie local and
national community. . . .

Non-violent direct action seeks to create such a crisis and estab-
lish such creative tension that a community that has constantly
refused to negotiate is forced to confront the issue. ft seeks so to
dramatize the issue that it can no longer be ignored. . . .foe of racism, of oppression, of inequity. His advocacy of non
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It was these non-violent, militant marches and boycotts that finally

aroused the conscie";;i hrge numbers of whit6 Americans and

;grlff;;a;;b"tt or- *,"* riere impelled. to. give support to the

"iiit rigt tt *or"-"r,i. ro, it was tirrough,thdse 
"9do1!l thln"*

and inspdred bv Ir{artin Luther King, thai the couutry learned of

tl" f"J*"diU6ns in the South, Iearied who were the real initiators

and perpetrators of violence against the Negro'-B"i;il;Jr, t1"." 
"ctions 

frfused the Arierican N'gtg with the

h";i"dg" til'hi inferi'or status was racist-rmpq"d ll9 n,ot due

to anv inherent *"ut*ot in himself. Martin ilrther King helped

to cre'ate a new dignity, a new pride -in 
the Negro's hTltg"l a new

hooe and conffdence ttirt te *oid *d would ovircome the obstacles

lo'it"r"Uo". For King this was the most important achievement

of the many battles he l-ed. As early as 1962 he wrote:

Probablv the most powerful force, however, in breaking down

tfr"-UuoiZrr-of r"Sr"'sation is the new determination of the

itusro himself. For "malny years the Negro tacitly accepted them.

ii;";; often the victim' of stagnant-passivity and deadening

complacency. . . .

ffie Neaio has now been driven to reevaluate himself. He has

**u-to iE"i tt"t 6e h somebody. And with this new sense of
"somebodiness" and seU-respect, , ,"* Negro has emerged, witl
a new determination to achiive ireedom and human dignity what-

ever the cost. (Neo York Thnas, August 5, 1962')

T okenisn W ill N ot Bting E qualitg

Thero were some who charged that Martin Luthor.King.was
manipulated by the establishment to serve as a restraining- force

;;;"atf*il'ttancv of the black masses. He was called an "Uncle

[!*;-a-"n:reman f6r Kennedy and Johnson," infening that,.in his

,rrUr"*i*"" to the powers th'at be, ire was ready to iettle for less

than total equaliW.-N;,hG -;Jd i" further from the trqth. D1. KPg--"ryo:ed the

dansers & tok"oir* and fought tenaciously against it. Heie is what

he liaa to say about it n ThiNatlon, March 80 1963:

Tokenism can now be seen not only as a useless goal,_but as a
qenuine menace. It is a palliative which relieves emotional distress,

il; 1"";r the disease'and its ravages unafiected. It _tends to

demobilize and relax the militant spirit which alone drives us

forward to real change.

Kins did not underestimate the signiffcance of the civil rigbils

fusi-rl"h enacted in the sixties and. the many court docisionr

,n'"iort segreqation. Yet he never hesitated to criticize the goJer!'
*'"rr fo, It, "fril*" to implement the legislation. In his last boolg
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Where Do We Go From Here; Chaos or Comm,unify (Harper & Row,
1967) he wrote:

. . . Every civil rights law is substantially more dishonored than
honored. Sdhoot des?gregation is still 90 fer cent unimplemented
across the land; the free axercise of the franchise is the exception
rather than the rule in the South; oPen-occuPancy laws theoretically
apply to population centers embracing tens of millions, but 

^grim
gle*os contradict the ffne language of fhe legislation. . . . Signiftcant
progress has efiectively been barred by the cunning ob_stmction
of segregationists. It has been barred by equivocations and retreats
of giveirment-the same government'thai was exultant when it
soufht political credit for exacting the measures. (P. 10.)

Above all King realized that the con&tions in the ghetto had not
been affected by the legislation. If anything, despite the massive
character of the- civil rights struggles, conditions in the ghetto had
worsened; de facto segregation in the schools had increased; unem-
ployrnent had reached crisis proportions; the income gap ,between
whites and non-whites had widened; and slum housing had further
deteriorated. Thus while King considered the eruptions in the ghettos
futile and self-destructive, he had only compassion for the young
Negroes who retaliated against their entrapment. He directed his
ffre against the government for its failure to act. In what apparently
was [is ffnal arlicle (Look, April 16, 1968), he opened with the
following words:

The policy of the Federal Government is to play Russian roulette
with riots; it is prepared to gamble with another summer of disaster.
Despite two consecutive sumrners of violence, not a single basic
cauG of riots has been corrected. All of the misery that stoked
the fames of rage and rebellion remains undiminished. With
unemployment, intolerable housing and discriminatory education
a scourge in Negro ghettos, Congress and the Administration still
tinker with trivial, halfhearted measures.

And he added:
Today, the Northern eities have taken on the conditions we

faced in the South. Police, national guard and other armed bodies
are feverishly preparing for repression. They can be curbed not
by unorganized resort to force by desperate Negroes but only by
a massive wave of militant non-violence. . . .

Shifi to Economic lssues

With a growing awareness that unless something was done to
alleviate the poverty and degredation of the ghetto there could be
no progress in the ffght for equality, King and his co-workers shifted
their attention from the South to the North and from civil rights
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to the eoonomic and political needs of the Negro -people. It was
an uphilI battle. Confrbnting the Negro were a sti{eni_ng of racist
resistince and a Congress unwilling io appropriate funds to realize
a meaningful program. As King pointed out:

The practical cost of change for the nation up to this point has

been cLeap. The limited reforms have been attained at bargain
rates. There are no expenses, and no taxes are required, for Negroes
to share lunch counters, libraries, parks, hotels and other facilities
with whites. . . . The real cost liei ahead. . . . The 'disoount edu-
cation given Negroes wfll in the future have to be_ purcha-sed at
full price if quality education is to be realized. Jobs are harder
and'costlier td creite than voting rolls. The eradication of slums
housing millions is cornplex far beyond integating buses and lunch
oounteis. QVhere DoWe Go From Here, pp. *6.)
In Chicago and in a dozen other cities, the Southern Christian

Leadership -Conference initiated what was called Operation Bread-
basket to secure jobs for Negroes. While it had some success, this
still afiected only- a small minority. That is why, after considerablo
deliberation, SCLC under King's'leadership decided to initiate the
Poor People's Campaign to "dramatize the wholg economic _problem
of the poor." In the Look article, King spelled out the objectives
and character of the campaign:

. . . Just as we dealt with the social problern of segregation
tluough- massive demonstrations, and we dealt with the p_olitical
problem-the denial of the right to vote-through massive d_emon-

itrations, we are now trying to deal with the economic problems-
the right to live, to have a job and incomeJhrough massive pro-
test. It will be a Selma-like movement on econornic issues.

"We need an Economic Bill of Rights," he pointed out, that would
"guarantee a iob to all people who want to work and are able to
wirk,- and "guarantee ari inlome for all who are not able to work."
He envisioned that such an Economic Bill of Rights would determine
the number of iobs to be created, the construction of low-income
housing, and the rapid improvement in the quality of education in
the ghittos-a program that would, in its initial stage, require an
appropriation of a minimum of ten to twelve billion dollars.
U.S. Puroeyor of V iolence

It is not accidental that in the past few years King spoke out
forcefully against the war in Vietnam. He clearly saw the intercon-
nection between the ftght for freedom at home and the need to halt
U.S. aggression abroad. So long as billions were poured into the
genocidal war .in Vietnam, less than a pittance would be available
for the urgent needs of the ghetto.
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In a major address on the war in Vietnam at the Riverside Church
in New Ybrk City, delivered on April 4, l9g/, elactly one year, to
the day, before his assassination, 

-he detailed the reasons for his
stand. Taking tfre occasion to answer his critics, who had -exerted
considerable lress*e to silence trim on the fal9e grounds that this
weakened the struggle for civil rights and undermined his stature
as a civil rights leader, he stated:

. . . There is at the outset a vety obvious and almost facile con-
nestion between the war in Vidtnarn and the struggle I, and
others, have been waging in America. A few yDars ago there was
a shining moment in that struggle. rt,seemed as if there was real
promise-of hope for the poor-Eoth black -and rvhite-through the
hoverty Progrim. . . . Th^en came the build-up in Vietnam"and I
watch6d the"orogram broken and eviscerated^as if it were some
idle political ilay"thing of a society gone mad on war, and I }new
that -America-w6uld never invest the necessary funds or energies
in rehabilitation of its poor so long as adventures like Vietnam
continued to draw men and skills and money like some dernoniacal
destructive suction tube. So I was increasingly compelled to see

the war as an enemy of the poor and to attack it as such.

But in addition, he explained, it was the sons, brothers and husbands
of the poor that were ient 8,000 miles away "to guarantee liberties
in Southeast Asia which they had not found in Southwest Georgia
and East Harlem." In all conscience, he continued, he could not tell
the Nesro vouth that "Molo'tov cocktails and rifles would not solve
their piob6ms" until he had first spoken out clearly against "the
greatest purveyor of violence in the world today-my own govern-
ment." A strong defender of the right to self.determination of all
peoples, he saw the United States intervening in what was in fact a
civil war, and pursuing a neo-colonialist path to "perpetuate white
colonialism."

As co-chairman of the Clergy and Laymen Concerned About Viet-
nam, he supported the anti-draft resistance movement, spoke at
dernonstrations in many parts of the country and was scheduled to
be one of the main speakers at the anti-war rally in New York City
on April 27th.

Neeil to Learn the Art of Politics

Convinced that the white power structure would not concede a
single demand of the Negro people unless it was coerced to do so,
Martin Luther I(ing stressed the need for utilizing the strength of
the Negro vote to increase their politioal power. To transform the
present powerlessness of the Negro into political power that will be
meaningful, it is not sufficient merely to increase the number of
Negroes who go to the polls, he pointed out. It is necessary to use

,d[
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the _Negro_ vote t9 elect political representatives responsive to the
needs of the people, men who will dernand a role in decision-making
on all governmental levels.

To accomplish thiq, he said, it is important that we be "prepared
to act in unity and throw our support to such independent parties or
reform wingsbf the major parueJis are prepared to'take orrr^demards
seriously and ffght for them vigorously." Foi this the Negro will have
to "master the art of political alliances" and seek out "many white
reform and independent political groups" while striving to develop
"genuinely independent and representative political leaders." (Whera
Do We Go From Here, p. 150.) Just this past January he urged that
the Negro people make clear to the men in C6ngresi and ttre Presi-
dent in the White House that they will not receive the Negro vote
as long as they support the war in Viebram.

Black and, White Unity-Needed for Victorg
At all times Martin Luther King fought to build black and white

unity. Without such unity black liberation is unattainable, he con-
tinuously emphasized throughout all his years of activity. While
fully cognizant of the tremendous impact the national independencefully cognizant of the tremendous impact independence

: at home, hemovement, especially in Africa, had on the black people at home, he
tried to show why the African experience could not be transplanted
to the United States. He held tJrat separatism-blacks going it alone

-could only end in a dead alley and was self-defeating. "This is a
multiracial nation where all groups are dependent on each other,
whether they want to recognize it or not," he wrote. "In this vast
interdependent nation no racial group can retreat to an island entire
of itself." (lbid., p. 60.) He then explained why:

. . . the Negro's struggle in America is quite different from and
more difficult than the struggle for independence. The American
Negro will be living tornorrow with the very people against whom
he is struggling today. The American Negro is not in a Congo
where the Belgians will go back to Belgium after the battle is over,
or in an India where the British will go back to England after
independence is won. In the struggle for national independence
one can talk about liberation now and integration later, but in
the struggle for raeial justiee in a multiracial society where the
oppressor and the oppressed are both "at home," liberation must
come through integration. (lbid., p. 62.)

But integration for King did not mean the right to sit at the white
man's tabIe, with the white man remaining the host and having all
the say. Integration must mean an equal share in political power;
an equal share in decision-making. Not leaders chosen and flattered
by whites but leaders that arose from the ranks could lead the Negro
people and help determine their destiny.

MAnnN LUmIEn BING I
Whilg rejecting _separatism and exerting pressue to bring about

more effective black-white unity, King nevirfheless identified"himself
yrth .many a.sqects of black p.ower, tf,e stress on the need for Negro
idepffr, racial p.ride, 

|pFeciation for the African cultural heritige
and the contributions the Negro made to the united states. He par-
ticularly stressed the need Io-r Negro unity, Negro i"itirti"e ana
Negro leadership in the battle to -assert dquari# in all ffelds of
human endeavor. That is why he agreed that "creative and. positive
powey'' -in fl1e economic 

-and irolitical spheres was the orrly g,r'ararrte"
for achieving true equality.

Strength of Unity of White anil BlackWorkers

--,Jl i y"PI" that 
{artin,Luttrer Kilq was murdered in Memphis,

where he had come to rally support for 1,900 striking sanitation
lzorkers,- moytly Negroes, in fheir-fght for union ,""og.riti;-of allthe civil.rigtrjs leaders, .King be-st rearized that the l{egro peopre,
being primarly.,, working people, needgd union organizati6n ind
th€ support ot the labor movement. To him it was alriomatic ,,that
what labor needs, the Negro needs" and that an alliance uut"""r,
them was in the self-inteiest of both. whfle he knew 

-thai 
racist

restrictions existed within some unions, with which an alliance for
the moment was inconceivable, this did not include the entire labor
movement. In convincing Neglo workers why unionization was im_
portant, he. showed how lacisi barriers were overcome in the organi-
zational drive of the thirties:

The labor movement, especially in its earlier days, was one of
the ferv great institutions w[ere a degree of hospitaliiy'u"J *ouirity
was available to Negroes. when thi rest of the "itio" acceptei
rank discrimination.and prejudice as ordinary *a "r"a-iie the
rain,. to be deplored but accepted as part of nature-trade ,rnions,
particularly th; 

- 
clo, leveled^ all barliers to equal membership.

rn a number of instances Negroes rose to influentiar 
"rti;;;;fEJ":(tM' L40-41,)

-_He 
viewed with- great understanding the inherent strenqth of theNegro rvorkers *6 -lssli 

_zed that they Eourd 
"*"rt trl*".r;8;; ;"*",when united with the millions of white worr(ers:

within the ranks of organized labor there are nearly two milli,on
I"gg3:: Not only are tlre.y found in large numberi as workers,
but trey ar-e concentrated in.kg/ industriei. In the truck transpor-
tgtion, steel, auto and food industries which are the bu"[borr" ofthe nation's economic lifu, Neg_r-oes make 

"p ""Jy zo o"i """,of llr" organiz-ed work force, ithough they'are o"iv iO i"i 
""o,n,H: f;;tr} -r#:rff& *;'*r*,f,T:"5r;t#;#f;t
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intheseoccupations.Asco.workersthereisabasiccommunitvof
interest that transcends many of the 

"gly 
-ai"iti"e 

elementi of

;;;;" J- p""par"'- ri-, ;;;- 
- 
;t " "nd 

en iabllv poi nt s 

-of -f 
ri ction' f or

examole. in certain lio"ti"g and educatiori questions' But the

;;;;r{;'"firr" "[trtr"r,s 
is "minimized by the hore commanding

need f6r cohesion in union organization'

If not explicitly, certainly implicitly, King sensed that the poison

of chauvinii* 
"oUa 

be brtken-do*'-*otJ readily.among. workers'

i*-tfr"y fr"te most tolrt" tto* this influence' Thus' he continued:

If manifestations of race prejudice were to erupt y"try" *
organized plant, it would set into motion Put'Y "oy"ctive -torces'i;";;;ld ,ioi no*irt as it does in a neighborhood, with nothing

to inhibit it but -;;td oir"ru""r f"okinffor thrills..In,thg thop

the union officials from highest to lowest levels woulcl be rmme-

Ji"t"lu involved, for interial &scord is no academic matter; it
;;u* iir;'""i"" i" its contests with the employers. Therefore

," 
-i**rtr"t 

self-interest motivates harmonious race relations'

ffi;'N;;;;;; i,;;;;;"tstantial weight to bring to bear on all

-""t*"t"of social concern. (lbid", p' 1a0')

A Courageow Fighter for Demouacg

MartinLutherKingwasnotaMarxist.Hedidnotcallforthe
,";;il;;; ou!.ttrr? of capitalism as the road for the attainment

;;';;;i';;ritv iiir""el, the ^elimination of the exploitation of man

oYi, ffi.iTi:;th-p, B;;;"-;T-thi; that he did n;t see the limita-

ari"r-rf f,r, ,oi,-vioti"t ptitosophy. For while oppressed and exploited

oeooles everywhere seeli revolutionary change tllrough peacetul means'

Ih'"-;;";;;i" *fri"f, socialism 
"r., 

6" reached is not determined by

ilil';i;;;.-jf * d"*oouti" channels for change .are closed, the

i""J"-Jii,uk" *hui"rr", path they deem necessary-inclrding armed

!tr"ggt"-to attain their freedom from.e,xptoitSTol 11o,^:PPressron'
n"u8flrrUorrry chaog", of 

"-o*'",- 
is not.biought about by handfuls

;i ;;il"-fight"rrlirgardless oi th"it individual heroism-but only

;;?il;;rt"n-of th" miiority-of the working people..No revolution-

i,i"i;&"g'iir;t-;f Cub;1h"J b""r, successful 
-witliout tho support of

the oeople."';dilil;uther King was a consistent democrat, ftghting for the

"*i""rio" 
of democra"cy, co,nizant that_ so- long as the.democratic

"nfrir 
.f the Negro p6ople were denied, democracy in the country

;ffi;Ji; i;li';r. itrr t" was a man of the times. For the central

;;;;r;,i; iask at home remainr- thq ff#t to win freedom and equality

for the Negro people. The fight for-economic, political and social

;;,;iil], ?nnitt ihut "u' be"won under capitalism. One of King'1

;T#::i ffib.il; *r, irr"t he imbugd_the.sfou$e]e wr1h,,ho.p9. aid
3;"ff4;;*, and despite setbacks and dificulties, did not fall victim to
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despair.

But the ffght is far from won.

The Fight Against Racism*Key Chnllenge

Many whites were taken aback when Dr. Benjamin Mays, former
president of Morehouse College, declared in his moving eulogy that
"the American people are in part responsible for Martin Luther
King's death. The assassin heard enough condemnation of King and
Negroes to feel that he had public support. He knew that there
were millions of people in the pnited States who wished &at King
was dead." Ashley Montagu, author of Man's Most Dangerous Myth:
Tha Fallacy of Race, rnade a similar charge in a letter to the Naur
Iork Times.

It cannot be denied, that as lorrg as white Americans stand silently
by while the most elernentary human rights are denied the Negrb
people, when they fail to ioin a literal crusade to wipe out the
poverty of the ghetto, they must carry the onus of the oppression,
and the responsibility for King's assassination.

White Americans face an immediate challenge. It is no't enough
to declare, as Walter Reuther did at the massive march in support
of the Memphis garbage collecto s on April B, that "the whitest
American can't be free until he gives his hand to the blackest
American." These rvords must be proveri in deeds. In this respect a
speci{ responsibility rests on the labor rnovement. Time can no Ionger
wait for the top officialdom to launch a drive to organize the work-ers
in the South and smash all remaining discriminatory practices in
yniol-s and on^ the iob. If men like Reuther would set ih" example
by allocating forces and money for this task, they could galvanize
slgniffcant secbions of organized.labor for an all-6ut drive-to bring
the millions of r.rnorganized workers into the unions.

Time is of the essence in developing wide support in all white
communities, people's organizations, labor unions anil the peace move-
ment, to the Poor People's Campaign. This action should now be
transformed into the most massive action of white and black people
this country-has_ever seen. Only then will it be difficult for Coigress
and the White House to evade their responsibilities.

A true monument to Martin Luther King de,mands a new cornmit-
ment to -th" lgry ,gainst racism wherever it raises its ugly and divisive
head. This deadly poison is all around us. It requires a ceaseless,
unremitting rJryggk by all who cherish democracy and social progress,
and ffrst of all by those in the growing Left and Communist iantls.

M*tl" L3lheq King, as Mrs. Corett, Kllg said in her stoic sorrow,
"gave -his life _for the poor- 9j the world-the garbage workers of
Meryphis and the p-easants of Vietnam." We must see that his memory
not be desecrated. We must not fail to do all in our power to realiie
the dream for which he died.



The Johnson Withdrawal

When President Johnson, on the evening of March 31, made the

startling "rro,*""*"nt 
that he would not be a candidate for re-

election] he was not the first president to make such a decision.

Coolidge in 1928 and Truman in 1952 had also bowed o'ut of tho

running for a second full term.

B,ut never before has such an action been so widely hailed. Never

before has it produced such a rise in popullity, -'N"!,h recent

rnonths," reporied the Neu lork Times ({pril ?, 1968), 
"have such

words of pr-aise for Mr. ]ohnson been heard in the House and senate

chambers'as those thai were uttered today by members of both

parties.,, Never before have so many Americans reacted with such
-expressions of relief and gladness.

It is not hard to understand why. Though Johnson sought to present

his withdrawal as an act of selfless sacrifice, it is clear that he was

forced to take this step because of the utter bankruptcy oj his policies

and his mounting unpopularity among the masses of Americans.

Above all, his ,"iio, ,egi"tt the growing revulsion against his war

policies and the accumulating evidence of the futility of his efforts

io subjugate the Vietnamese people, despite strenuous efforts of the

Administration to cover this uP.

Out of these developments had grown the Dump ]ohnson movement

some time before. The withdrawal was its culmination'

It is expressive of Johnson's standing among Amen-c.-a11 that his

name has 
-come 

to be associated with the phrase "credibility gaP"-
a polite way of saying that our President lies to us' This-gap,-which

hald been sieadily widening grew to a yawning chasm when the Tet

ofiensive of the NLF forces gave the lie to the repeated assertions

of military progress. This final strain the "gap' proved unable to

accommodate.

The withdrawal is likewise impelled by the rising opposition to

the economic drain of the war-to rising prices and taxes and fall-

ing purchasing power, to emasculation of social welfare and p'ublic

rufoi"". outlays,-to the deepening dollar crisis and the accompanying

demands for;'austerity." Itis impelled by the worsening crisis of the

ghettos, by the grorving revolt of _blackAmericans against their-deep-

Ining mislry and oppiession (which the_ war has accentuated). It
is iniuced ty the repudiation of his policies of "containment" and

rcpression of'the ghettos, expressed with particular sharpness in the
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recent report of his special advisory commission on civil disorders.
It is striking indeed that the rqrort of a body of such conservative
composition flies so completely in the face of Administration policy.

Opposition to the ]ohnson war policies has spread to all sectors of
the poprrlation. Even Wall Street has joined the doves. "Stock
Market Casts a Tumultuous Vote for Peace," headlined the NewYork
Tim.es on April 7, referring to the unprecedented upsurge in stock
boyr"g occasioned by the new prospects of de-escalation, meager as

&ese may be. The WaIl Street reaction is in&cative of a signiffcant
loss of support for ]ohnson in monopoly circles.

Opposition has shot up in Congress and within Johnson's own
party, particularly as it has becorne evident that not only is the
Presidency in doubt but serious losses in both houses of Congress

are imminent. A number of party rnachines deserted. The President
had beoome a political liability.' Writes U.S. Neu:s and,World Report
(April 15, 1968): "In efiect, White House aides explain, a President
has been run out of the White House by his own party."

But underlying all this is the swelling mass opposition to the war,
which has now reached such proportions as to force a break in
the situati,on. Theodore C. Sorensen, former presidential advisor
who has now ioined the Kennedy camp, says: "In no other modern war
have our leaders been unable to convince so large a lnrtion of
the electorate that our national security requires a iatory," (New
Yo* Ti,mes Magazine, March 17, 1968.) By the end of March,

]ohnson's Gallup poll rating, which had stood at 79 per cent when
he ffrst assumed the Presidency, had fallen to 36 per cent.

It was in the New Hampshire primaries that the accumulated mass

anti-war sentiment came most strikingly to the surface, with Senator
Eugene McCarthy winning an unexpected. 42 per cent of the voto
and 20 out of 24 convention delegates. Whatever the limitations of
his position, McCarthy offered a distinct alternative for peace. "We
must'make a moral, military and plitical judgment against the war
in Vietnam," he stated (NeutYorkTiqnes Magoaine, March 31, 1968).
And to this opportunity for expression the people responded.

Faced with these realities, coupled with the fact that last-minute
suryeys before the Wisconsin p,rimaries gave him as little as 12 per
cent of the vote there, Johnson apparently saw no alternative but
to give up. Time (April 12, 1968) put it in these words:

As Richard Neustadt, director of Harvard's Institute of Politics,
observed last week: "It never hurts to walk out at the end, instead
of being carried out." And Lyndon Johnson, realizing that he was
in danger of being carried out, chose the more graceful exit.
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By hard-headed politicians, McCarthy's campaign was initially
looked upon as somewhat quixotig since he had no machine support
and little ffnancial backing. But his candidacy produced a grass-roots
rnovement of support-both in New Hampshire and in Wisconsin,
where he received 57 per cent of the vote to Johnson's S5-such as

has not,been seen for a long time. It struck ffre especially among
the young people, as shown in the remarkable outpouring of students
as active campaigners. This is truly a signiffcant development. Indeed,
it is virtually unique on the present-day American political scene.

It was this which sparked the change. It was this which was the
herald of a qualitatively new state of affairs. It elevated McCarthy
to the status of a candidate who had to be taken seriously. And it
led Senator Robert F. Kennedy, quick to sense the changed situation,
to make one of the swiftest re-exami4ations on record" and to declare
himself a candidate.

As this is written, Vice President Hubert Humphrey has now
formally thrown his hat in the ring. It is interesting to note, however,
that while he continues to support the war and enters the race as

a spokesman for ]ohnson's policies, he has found it expedient to
change his tactics. The Neu York Tiqnns of April 23, reporting a

speech to the Overseas Press Club, notes:

Vice President Humphrey avoided his customary defense of the
Vietnam war last night and called for concentration on "the arts
of peace" and the building of "peaceful bridges" to Communist
China....

Nor did Mr. Humphrey argue, as he has recently, that the United
States is ffghUng in Vietnam to protect American national interests.
His speech contained only a passing reference to the Vietnam war
and made only a single mention of President ]ohnson.

Thus a tfuee-way contest is shaping up in which Kennedy errcrges
at this point as the front runner. Kennedy's entrance into the race,
whatever one may think of his motivations, has the efiect of en-
larging the anti-Johnson movement, since he brings with him money,
considerable machine backing and the support of sections of monopoly
capital. Humphrey will have the backing of the top labor leadership,
of other groups supporting the war and of the major part of the
Democratic Party rrrachinery.

In these terms, McCarthy is in the weakest position. However,
he not only represents the most advanced position on the question
of peace but is also the spokesman of a grass-roots movement of
considerable and growing strength. Certainly the showing he makes
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in the coming primary contests in such states as Indiana, Nebraska,

Oregon and ealifornia can have much influence on the advancement

of [e peace issue in the election carnpaigp, and particularly on

the position taken by Kennedy. At the same time, pressure frorn

the ieace forces and the Left can do much to influence the position

of McCarthy himself. Among other things, it can-help-to-improve
his approach to the fight for Negro freedom, on which he has been

lamentably weak.
At this point it appears fairly certain that Nixon will be the

Republican candidate. His position requires no-detailed elucidation

heie. gut it is clear that the ]ohnson withdrawal confronts him with
more formidable opposition and makes it more difficult for him to
engage in demagofic maneuvers on his Pro-war stand.

th" ;ohoto, withdrawal points up the seriousness of the crisis

in foreign policy, as well as the crisis of the whole iim ctow system.

At &e iarne Ume it gives a difierent character to the election cam-

paign, strengtlening the opportunities for the peace ,forces-. 
Clearly

ihelituation calls for greatly stepped up support of McCarthy in the

coming primaries. It is also clear that many of those who have been

mvoGd in third-ticket movements will be drawn toward the

McCarthy campaign in view of the new situation.
It does not }o[ow, however, that theie developments lessen the

need of ffghting for independent forms and the launching of a third
ticket. Both levels of activity are essential. Indeed, the strengthening

of the McCarthy campaign will serve in the end to strengthen the

forces for independerrt actior. Nor do these developments detract

in any way from the importance of having a cornrnunist p,residential

ticket in the Novernber elections.

In his March 81 speech, Johnson also announced what he termed

a signiftcant reduction in the bornbing of North vietnam in the hope

thai this would open the way to negotiations. But he accompanied

this with an announcement that the war in South Vieham was to
be stepped up, with rnore trooPs and an increase of $2.5 billion
u y"i in military outlays. Moreover, though the bornbing was to
be stopped except for the area adjacent to the demilitarized zone,

the fo[lowing dry planes struck nearly 200 miles north of it. When

this aroused a storm of indignation, the Administration admitted
under prodd:ing from Senator Fulbright that air strikes were to con-

tinue as far north as the 20th parallel, sorne 225 miles north of the

demilitarized zone. To add to this, the magnitude of the attacks was

increased, and today they are considerably bigger than they were

at the beginning of the Year.
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All this reduces Johnsorfs announcement to little more than dema-

gogy. Yet his action does represent a step toward de-escalati,on,

*i"ir"A though it is. The government of the Democratic Republic
of Vietnam, recognizing this, was quick to respond. Hanoi announced

its readiness to meet to discuss a total halt to the bombing and all
other acts of war against North Viebram. As a resul! arrangements
for a meeting are under discussion. To be sure, they are currently
blocked by haggling over the choice of a meeting place. (What, it
is being asked, has become of fohnson's often repeated insistence

that he is ready to meet "any place, any tirne"?) And undoubtedly
there will be many more roadblocls. Nothing is assured. Nevertheless

a turn has been made. The question of negotiations is at this moment

on a difierent footing than before, ofiering a basis for stmggle and

pressure rvhich did not exist previously.
llhere i.s muctr speculation as to whether ]ohnsorfs actions are

merely a maneuver-whether his withdrawal was simply intended
to put him in a more favorable position in anticipation of a draft
later on, and whether he is at the same time going through some

motions with regard to negotiations in order to bolster that position.
We do not propose to ioin in such speculations. Whatever his in-
tentions, such actions have an internal lo$c of their own, gt it g
rise to consequences which were not intended and cannot be con-

trolled. This logic lies in the forces they unleash, in the fact that
they open the door to mass actions on a new level, which in their
turn compel further retreats. But on the other hand this logic comes

to expression only if the mass struggles to which the door is opened

actually materialize, only if the forces of peace and freedom take
advantage of the new situation by working in a new way.

This is the responsibility which Johnson's actions impose. To the
extent that it is met, the turning point implicit in these actions

can unfold and a meaningful retreat from present policies can be
compelled. To the extent that it is not met, the way is Ieft open for
maneuver. Such is the logic of the present moment.

Clearly, there must be no slackening of pressures now. On the con-
trary, the situation calls for stepping up pressures on all issues. In
particular the demand for immediate cessation of all bombing in North
Viebram must be raised all the more sharply. And the fight for elec-

tion of peace candidates and Negro candidates to Congress must be
placed in the forefront of the struggle.

WARMEST GREETINGS, DEAR PAUL
ON YOUR TOTH BIRTHDAYI

PAUL ROBESON
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Paul Hohesnn,

A Giant Among Men

Seventy years have passed since Paul Robeson was born on April
9, 1898. They have been years of great turmoil and struggle. Within
those years we in the United States have passod through two world
wars and the most devastating economic crisis of the capitalist
system, in which the burdens of debt and misery were placed upon
the backs of the masses, black and white. Within those years great
strides were taken in the development of the trade union movement as

black and white workers organized the Congress of Industrial Organ-
izations. And within those years the government gave irrefutable
proof that it was a govemment steeped in racist ideology and com-
mitted to the developnrent of a colonial ernpire.

Paul Robeson played a conspicuous part in those struggles as a
people's artist, as a leader endowed with great spiritual strength
and a deathless love for the oppressed. He said:

The interests of the overwhelminq maioritv of the American
people demand that the Negro questii'n be'solJed. It is not simply
a,_matter of justice for a minority: what is at stake is a necessity Tor
all. fust as in Lincoln's time the basic interests of the Amei{can
majority made it necessary to strike down the system of Negro en-
slavem6nt, so today thosL interests make it n'ecessary to "abolish

the system of Negro second-class citizenship.
Increasingly it is becoming clear that the main roadblock to

yocla! progress in our county-for labor, for education, for public
health and welfare-is that v€ry group which stubbornly ofposes
equal rights fo-r Negroes. The, 100 Congressional signdrs o-f the
Southern manifesto against desegregation are not only the foes
of the Negro minority:"th ey are a fo#erful reactionary fo'rce against
the peopi-e as a wliole. (ttere f Stand, Othello A-Jsociates,"New
York, 1958, pp. 8487.)

Paul Robeson rwote those words in 1958 as he told the world,
"Here I stand." And there he stood as an artist-revolutionary. There,
for a quarter of e cenhrry he had stood in the thick of the battle,
challenging the war makers and the racists, cheering the millions
on every oontinent who heard him, exuding inspiration and courage
in the words of his songs and giving conffdence through his deeds.
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On April I this black man, one of the greatest sons of the American
soil, who saw in his many and varied artistic talents weapons to
be used in the Iiberation of mankind, attained his 70th birthday. He
had for years used those weapons, the heritage from a great people

-albeit black slaves-in the interest of human freedom regardless
of color, creed or nationality.

As Paul Robeson enlarged his experience and gew in stature,
as his prestige mounted in the ffeld of the arts, the concert stage,
the theater and the fflms, that matured him. It stirnu-
lated and added depth and new dimensions to his political vision.
At ffrst he had thought "that the content and form of a play was of
little or no importance . . . What mattered was the opportunity. . . ."
He continued: "Later I came to trnderstand that the Negro artist could
not view the matter simply in terms of his individual interests, and
that he had a responsibility to his people who rightfully resented
the baditional stereotyped portrayals of Negroes on stage and screen."
(Hera I Stand,, p. SS.1 lLor" were his ivonds. The| reflected the
thinking of most Negro artists.

Life had offered proof that for a people oppressed there could be
no art for art s sake alone. Art had to give inspiration to people,
helping them to join the freedom ffght. Then only could it become
a people's art. Robeson saw that truism.

Standing before a Comrnittee of the House of Representatives which
sought to create in him the image of a man disloyal to his country,
Robeson answered back: "I stand here struggling for the rights of

Fy neople to be full citizens of this country. . . . That is, why I am
here today. . . ," (Here I Stand, p. 50.)

Robeson's accusers were confotrnded. It was theg who were dis-
loyal, to counhry, to mankind, to all that progressive hum,anity held
decent. They had been hopelessly corrupted by the myths of white
superiority and the war mad.ness of a class that saw in mass slaughter
the means of acquiring new lands and making more billions.

Those who rule the country and in their political madness seek
world domination made the goal of stopping his magniffcent voice
a national project. They did not want PauI to have an African, fuian,
or European audience. They denied him a passport and his constitu-
tional right to travel. The leaders of the "free world," tluough John
Foster Dulles, "America's misguided missile," publicly declared from
the shelter of the State Deparhnent that it was not in the .,best

interests of the United States." But a voice like Pauls could not bo
stilled by the edict of a brink-walker like Dulles.

Paul Robeson's TOth birthday fell on an imrneasurably tragic day.
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Oa the 4th of April the assassin's bullet-ffred, as the late Mr. Dulles's

associates might hold, "in the best interests of the USA'-sent that
giant of American humanism, Dr. Martin Luther Kin& !o f-prema-
ir" gare. The funeral of this black immortal came on Paul's birth-
day. Yet on every continen! in every oounty of the world where

men and women mourned the terrible loss of Martin Luther King,
t-here were those who sent their greetings to Paul Robeson, citizen
of the USA and of the world-of all seeking human freedorn.

American reactionaries had tried to rnurder Paul Robeson. Paul

was scheduled to sing at the Public Stadium in Peekskill, New Yorlq

on Augtrst ?,f,., Lg4lg,-the proceeds to go to the Harlem Chapter of
the Civil Rights Congress.-The president of the Feekskill Chamber of
Commerce issued a siatement attacking the concert. Sq toq did other
"prominent citizens." On the evening of the e^/ent, as time came

for Robeson to arrive, two Ku Klux Klan crosses were lit iust ofi
the grounds. American Legron veterans started hurling rocks, and

tho chants arose, "No one of you will leave here alive." "We are

going to get Robeson."- There were deputy sherifis and FBI agents there in abundance; but
not a rioter was arrested.

Locked arm and arm together, the friends of Robeson protected
him with their lives. Two days later the Civil Righrc Congress, at a
meeting of 8,000 at the Golden Gate ballroom in New York's Harlem,
protested the failure of the police to give protection. Robeson who
spoke there said: "I want my friends to know in the South, in
Mississippi, aII over the United States, that I'll be there with my
ooncer,ts, and I ll be in Peekskill tool" He was.

Two years later, in 1951, Paul Robeson was to aPpear at the
office of the Secretary of the United, Nations in New York as the
leader of a delegation that submiued a petition signed by white as

well as black citizens of the USA entitled: "We Charge Genocide:

tho Crime of Govemment Against the Negro Peoplo." It was an

unforgettable, history-making event.
Arnong other things the Petition said:

We petition as American pa8iots, sufEciently anxious to save our
countrimen and all mankinf from the horrois of war to shoulder
a task'as painful as it is important. We cannot forget Hitlet's dem-
onstration* that genocide at home can become a-wider massacre
abroad, that doriestic genocide devel,ops into the largel genocide,
that is predatory war. 

-The wrongs of which_we complain are so

much tlie expreision of predatoryieaction and its government that
civflization dannot ignort them iror risk their oondnuance without
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courting its own destruction. We agree with those members of the
Generaf Assembly who declare thal genocide is a matter of world
concern because its practice imperils world safety.

But if the responsilbihty of yoilr petitioners is great, it is dwarfed
by the responsidility of t6ose L"itaf "t 

the crime--we charge. Seldom

in hr*rrrirrnals has so iniquilous'a conspiracy been so gilded with
the traopings of respectab^ilitv. Seldom-has'mass murder on the
,"or" ot'rr""" been s6 sanctiff,5d by law, so justiffed by those who
demand free elections abroad even as they kill their fellow citizens
who demand free elections at home. . . .

The late Mr. Walter White, while Secretary of the National Asso'

ciation of Colored People, said of Paul Robeson as the NAACP
gave him the spingarn Medal for his activities in behal-f of freedom

for all men: "Nb honest American, white or Negro, can sit in iudg-
ment on a man like Robeson unless and until he has sacrificed time,

talent, money and popularity in doing the utmost to root out the racial
and eoonomic evils which infuriate men like Robeson."

But Paul Robeson has never seen his magnificent contributions
to the ffght "to root out the racial and economic evils of his country"
as a sacriffce. On many occasions he expressed the view that what
was needed was a profound and fundamental change-a change to
socialism. Thus, he wrote:

On many occasions I have publicly expressed my belief in the
principles 'of scientiffc socialisir, my'deei conviction that fbr all
i"*ttira a socialist society ,eptetenit an ddvan"e to a higher sta-ge

of life-that it is a form of society which is economically, socially,
culturally, and ethically superior to_a system based upon produc-
tion for i:rivate profft. (Here I Stand, p. 47.)

At the same time, he declared that it was unthinkable to him
". . . that any people would take up arms in the name of an Eastland

to go against anybody."
Three score and ten years, most of them spent in the greatest cause

in all the world-the freedom of mankindl We salute Paul Roboson,

Afro-American, Arnerican, citizen of the world and one o[ its greatest

humanists. Millions of American youth will ffnd in the life Paul

Robeson has led heroic deeds to emulate. He has helped to make

history at a rnoment when the demand was for giants. Our country
has produced few that are his peer.

Salutet



TIERBERT APTHEKER

Marxism, Heligion and Hevolution*

In the summer of 1850 an Anti-Slavery Convention was meeting
in Salem, Ohio. In the pre-Civil War era, Abolitionists always facel
great difficulties but at that moment they confronted a particular
crisrl brgught on by the recent passage of the Fugitive Slave Law.
Frederick Douglass, himself having fled slavery but nine years earlier,
addressing this convention, offered the opinion that in- the face of
the latest atrocity: "There is no longer any hope for justice other
than bloody rebellion. Slavery," Douglass said, "must end in blood."

Sitting in the front row was another former slave who was known
as sojourner Truth. As Douglass finished the quoted sentences, she
rose, pointed a finger at hirn and, in a loud voice, demanded: ,.Fred-

erick, is God dead?" "No" came the reply, "and beeause God is not
dead, slavery can only end in blood."

Alas, as the next decade was to show, Douglass was right and
blood drenched the Southland like water. But relevant as 

-all 
this

is to contemporaxy problems and events, here we call this to rnind
because of what it says about God. To one who loved Him, it seemed
unthinkable that He would. allow blood to drown slavery; another
thought He would. This disagreement was deep, but not fundamental
for both Douglass and Truth agreed as to the essential nature*as
well as reality-of God; both agreed that while tactical matters were
controversial, strategic considerations were certain. That is, slavery
was oppressive and therefore unjust; that oppression was offensive
to the Lord was unquestionable and therefore that He would end
slavery was indubitable.

For those committed to such ends, and holding fast to faith, God's
death is unthinkable and unbearable; hence, the former slave woman
puts the rhetorical question and the former slave man never doubts

*,This paper was read March 28, 1968 for a symposium on .,Conscience
and Faiths in this Changing World,,' sponsored by World Fellowship and
held at the United Nations Church Center in New york City.
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the answer. A generation later, in Cermany, the phflosopher of des-
pair asks not a question but in his parable, Tho Goy Science, Nietz-
che's madman tells his mocking audience that God is dead, that "wo
have killed him," and the crowd is amused rather than shocked for,
really, they had known it all the time.

As the atrocities of the *n *r*O; Verdun to Guernica to
Auschwitz to Hiroshima to yesterday's.tonnage of explosives dropped
upon Vietnam*make those of the 19th century seem almost child's-
play, so now it is by no means madmen who seriously raise Sojourner
Truth's question. Indeed, the "death of God" literature of the past
six or seven years has reached such flood proportions that we already
have two quite distinct anthologies devoted only to this outpouring-
that edited by Bernard Ramm in 1965 and by Jackson Ice and John
Carey in 1967.

It seems to me that one of the contrasdng features marking this
literature is that the Catholic emphasis suggests the death or, at
least, irrelevance, of the present Church, while the Protestant em-
phasis suggests the irrelevance (or disappearance) of God. Be that
as it may, suely such literature re'fects profound religious and there-
fore societal crisis. Now, with all the promises that characterized
Neo-Conservatism-the American Century, Feoplds Capitalism, tho
End of Ideology, etc.-lying about, broken where not forgotten, it
is not only Communist devils who speak of a crisis society, of basic
malfunctioning, of profound structural oorrosion. No, today, the con-
tradictions and antagonisms axe so acute that Jarnes Roston, Man-
aging Editor of the N.Y, Times, writes in those terms, and the Chair-
man of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, in a speech last
August before the American Bar Association, says: "The Great
Society has become the sick society."

Turning more directly to the matter at hand, the literature assumes

the crisis in religion and seeks to explain and perhaps alleviate it.
Typical of the assumption, for example, is the recent book-Toward
An Americon Theology (Harper & Row)- by Professor Herbert W.
Richardson at Harvard's Divinity School. Here we read: "The matrix
of meaning itself has broken down. For this reason, the crisis in re-
li$on today is accompanied by concomitant crises in philosophy,
politics, economics, education, art, family life, and so forth." Mr.
Richardson suggests ". . . the crisis in modern religion does not
arise primarily from intrareligious comficts (as in the 16th cenhrry),
nor from a con{lict between religion and science ( as in the 19th
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century), but arises directly from the deterioration of religion itself."
I find Professor Richardson's description accurate but his explan-

ation seriously wanting. To see crisis in religion as the result of in-
trareligious conflict reveals little, I think, for one immediately wishes
to know the source of such conflict; to see a later cause of such crisis
as the conflict between religion and science does not explain the
development of the latter nor why the two necessarily collided; and
to affirm that today's crisis in religion is due to a deterioration in
religion seems inadequate for to speak of religiort's deterioration is
to speak of religion's crisis. Synonyms may help elucidate character
but surely they do not illuminate cause.

Where Christianity i, ,rl* in Ja*itt"a crisis, the social order it-
self is in crisis. It has been in chronic and general crisis, I think, at
least since World War I and the Bolshevik Revolution. With that
general crisis and with the Revolution which marks it and has since

in various forms, encompassed one-third of the globe, we have en-

tered, I suggest, the beginnings of the post-religious phase of human
history; with greater confidence I agree with those who say that
we have at any rate entered upon the post-Constantine era of Christ-
ian history.

The Italian scholar, Vittorio Lanternari, in his study of what he

calls "modern messianic cults," sees their aPPearance as reflections
of the drive for liberation from colonialism; in this sense, he writes,
"they provide one of the most startling demonstrations of the close

tie between religious life and secular, political, and cultural life."
The cults represent so many "cries for freedom," says Lanternari, and
constitute an "indictment of Western civilization." He adds that these

religions, in having these origins are identical with the origins of
all the great religions-,Buddhism, Taoism, Judaism, Christianity,
Islam. Each, he reminds us, "began as a prophetic movement of re-
newal stimulated by certain given cultural and social conditions in
a time of crisis"; "the striving for religious renewal and liberation,"
he adds, "arises from the rebellion of the masses against the existing
official cults imposed by a ruling caste."*

It is Engels [imself who, in an essay, "On the History of Early
Christianity," published d*i"g the last year of his life, wrote:

The history of early Christianity has notable points of resern-

* Lanternari, The Religions of th,e Opqessed, tr. by Lisa Sergio (N.Y.,
1963, Knopf, 1965, Mentor; first pulblishsd in Bome in 1960).
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blance with the modem working-class movement. Like the latter,
Christianity was originally a m-ovement of oppressed people; ii
first appeared as the 

1el1$o-r-r of_ slaves and 6irancipatEd ilaves,
of poor people deprived of all rights . . .

I" lrj earlier es1a1 "Bauer and Early Christi"oity', (1gS2), Engels
saw "the essential feature" of that early chdstianity to tie in the
fact that it "reverses_ the 

-previous 
order, seeks its disciples among

tfre poor, the miserablg the slaves and the rejected, aid despisei
the rich, the powerful and the privileged. . .',. Indeed, in the first
cited article, Enggls remarked of the early christian writings, "they
could just ar ,r"U have been written by'one of the propfi#"rfli-
minded enthusiasts of tle International."

P*ly- christianity, as befits its revolutionary character and compo-
sition, denounced the ruling gods and so was called atheist, excoriated
the_ secular po]yers and so was called seditious, upbraided the rich
and so was called deluded, pointed to private property and the ac-
cumulation of profit and their twin, covetorsnesi, 

"r 
url chief sourco

of evil, and so was called a dangerous madness, to be extirpated
from the earth.

The post-constantine history of this christianity is an extraordin-
ary one of suocess and of "success." The results of the latter, in its
institutional a:pects,_ certainln were summ arized accurately, I think,
by a group of worker-Priests in France in its colrective ietter, sent
in the summer of 19M to the Ecumenical council. "The church,"
wrote 'these priests,

lppe-qs o b9_ an economic, political and cultuml pouq which
flourishes well under the ca-pitalist system. In thlse countries
where land is the chief sourde of weilth, the church Dossesses
enornous riches. It has an enormous personnel and ricfi insutu-
_tion_s, owns splendid buildings. Its ecoiomic future is guaranteed
b1 lrge bank deposits and-stocks and bonds which "are wisely
administered and ii_erive profit from the exploitation of labor. ThL
clr3rc^h is on good terms with capitalist'governments and even
with fascist governments, and its ieaders "are considered among
the important people of this world.

Does the church not therefore defend that social system which
permits it to Iive and flourish?

The fact is, indeed, that the vatican is the rargest shareholder in
the world, its securities having a value of about-six billion dollars;
its realizable assets equal the gold and foreign exchango reseryes
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of France.* Such wealth is not conftned to the Vatican, of course;

thus, very large blocs of stock in Rep_ublic and National steel aor-

lrrutio*'and"in the Boeing, Loc}treed, lurtiss-W1ght 
and Douglas

^aircraft colporations are held by the ]esuit order; tl1e same order has

substantial-holdings in fie Di Giorgio Fruit Company operating in

Califomia, Floriili and Central America and owner of its own fleet.

The assets of the Knights of columbus inelude the land under the

yankeo stadium, ,rrr"r-ul department stores and a steel-tube factory,

while a Protestant church in Akron, Ohio owns a shopping center,

an apartment building an electronics ffrm, a -plastics coTPany'

andi tle Real Fornr, Gi;ile Company. Protestant churches in Bloom-

ington, IUinois, own the lunuy B'iltrn9re Hotel in Dayton, while

f,iyA" University in New Orleans is the owner of the city's three

larsest radio-TV stations-one of them a CBS affiliate. Indeed, the

iolfr"u wealth of religious institutions in the United States totals

many billions of dollari; with mounting taxes and with the intensi-

fyinf urban crisis it is in place to remind ecclesiastical figures that

J ,rit 
"ttogether 

dissimilai situation was consequential in bringing

about the Reformation.**
The point, however, is that myy 

-Christians 
are slying, 

-to 
quote

the title'of Father Robert Adolfs' book, that the Church is The Graoe

of Goit; that is, because they are -ilooout-as 
the worker-Priests-

if,"y "." 
pleading for and wotkiog for change-some more and somo

lesJ fundimental] as their views may differ, but certainly tor chan'ge,- 
I,, m*H,,g these challenges, these devout rebels reflect profound

and, I thirik, most positG values and traditions in Christianity,

which appear not oniy in the pre-constantine phase but also in the

centuries^^thereafter. 'i,tu t-rr.oit is more intense and more funda'

*"r*f, p"tfraps, than in the past; this is-at it should be' for the prob-

lerns ani the 
-opportunities are unprece'dented'

One has the traditions of the- religious-inspired mass rebellions

of the 14th, ISth and 16th centuries in England, g"h"y1 and Ger'

manv. with the words and activities of Wyclifie, Httss' Prokop' Miin-

,o,'WirrU""ley and Ball, and in the 16& and 17th centuries the

great dreams of More and Campanella' 
-" Arrd some, honored while they lived and influential within the

-lE" worker-priests, letter was origlnally pub]ishe{ in-the Fneonctr Coth'

ofi" 
-r"ii"*, irrirr, O-*.-iS6i; in pnitish-in-Potiti.cal Aftairs, June, 1966.

Ti; 'ffii;"G *"rrtr, i-. e;irit"a in ihe Nerp statosmam (London), March

24,1967.
** For these data, and much moro, see Alfreil Balk, "Goil Is Rich"' in

H or?ar's M o,g aa'ine, Oetober, 1967'
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church while thoy lived, also reflected this egalitarian and commu-
nistio tradition. Notable in 'this regard was St. Ambrose (d. gg7),
Bishop of Milan. In many resPects as other-worldly as the most in-
tense traditionalist could desire, this aspect of his thinking did not keep
him- from demanding justice on earth and asserting that such justice
could not appear so long as the private possession of the world,s
B{ds prevailed. To seek profft is to attack public interes! to be
rich is to flaun;t sin and both violate the "essential nafure of justice":
"For as long as we eagerly strive to increase our riches, to accumulate
rnonoy, to occupy lands as our possessions, to be distinguished for
our wealth, we-put away from us the essential nature of lustice and
lose the spirit of common beneficence."

The master historian_ 
ryhose essay has rescued this aspect of st.

Ambrose's thought concludes his exposition thereof with th&e words: *

^The ^most 
significant fact -concerning thir side of the teaching

of St. Ambrose is that so little came of-it. The most powerful ani
popular {g*u i, the Latin Church through two crifical decades,
he played a large part in determining thJ direction which it was
to take in theology, in its ecclesiasticil polity, its Ut.,,sv. and its
relations to the secular authority. But hG preaching of i'virtuallv
equalitarian and communistic iileal of a ihristian "society had n6
effect commensurate with its earnestness and eloquenc6. To the
reflective historian, this negative fact calls for an'attempt at ex-
planatioa; _but srch an att6mpt would require a Iong d'iscussion'upon which I shall not enter hbre.

Professor Lovejoy's restraint was most unfortunate; without ,.a

long discussion" one may offer the opinion that the equaritarian and
communistic side of st. Ambrose-and not only of himt-has been
neglected because of the considerations brought forward by the
Worker-Priests in our tirne.

Still there is a thread-a red thread, no doubtt-that runs through
the history and teaching of christianity. It appears in the actions
and writings of those already mentioned; in the ehrirUarrity of a Nat
Turner, a ]ohn Br9wn, a Dorothy Day and increasingly in pe.soo-
aliti,es not associated. witlr the marked radicalism such names siggest.

Anthony Towne, writing on "Revolution and the Marks of iap-
tism," in the lournal of the Committee of Southern Clunchmen tie

* "The Communism of- St. Arnbnos€,,, by Arthur O. Lovejoy, in Th,e
Jotn'nal of the Historg -of l-deas, III 11949),468-68. It is relevani to point
out that while The colru.mbia Enwclopeiltia (1980 edition) finds space in
its -aocount of st. Ambrose to mention the numrber of hlrmns he viote, it
makes no mention of this aspect of his thought.
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summer of 1967, announced that he wished to "seize the bull by the

horns,,, and that we had better "reconsider the rights of properly,

*rri"L infect the whole of the [u.s.] constituti,on, and achrowledge

aii"ipropurty does not, in facq have any rights'"-t"hl'.th"q Helder

Camira 
^of brazil warns, in a book recently published by the pre,ss

of Notre Dame University:o "Woe be to all Christians if the lowly

become convinced that the church has abandoned them in this dark

lro,_,r. rt"y cannot but believe that religion is indeed the _opium 
of

the people and Christianity an ally of-privilege-an$ exploitation.,,

The 
^Reverand Tissa Beladuriya, writinf from Ceylon, makes his

warning global. In the Catholie quarterly, Cross Cu*ents, (Winter,

1967, pI EO;, h" denounces the system.of capitalism as having re-

sdtedln what he calls "world apartheid," and warns:

The ourelv atomis,tic, capitalistic principle that regulates..world

traae tiauy'is basically un^iust, and-more eouitable and effective

solutions must be f;;a ;'t# pri""ipl" of hirman solidarity. This

i, 
"of 

r demand for al*s, b'ut in e"ig"r,"y of international social

iustice. otherwise it is at present difficult to reverse the process

L;';ili"h ;oor nations bec^ome relatively poorer and the rich na-

tions richer.

And just this month, t}e Canon of the Malaga diocese.in Sp-ain'

Father Gonzales Ruiz, urges all Christians to "comrnit themselves

to the socialist revolution,"- since, he holds, "true Christianity cannot

prevail in a capitalistic society." In the latter society, holds this

iriest, Christianity can only have a missionary role; believing as

iru do"r, that "there is no aiternative to capitalism other than soeial-

ism," and that the former represents the functionilg "f 
"a 

-perman-
errt'rnlort aggressor," the plaJe of a Christian must be with the work-

ing pelple ii"th"it struggie to end 
-such -agqres-1on 

and, revolutionize

uoZi6.y.io (Neu Tork ilirnut, March 8, 1968, dispatch by Tad Szulc

from Madrid.)
In our own country the awareness tlhat the so-called crisis of the

cities-which means, given our overwhelmingly urban society, a so-

-r. .1. considine, e ., social Retsolution in the New Latin Arnerioaz

e Zitn"Ui- ieii"i"ot- itil€); the Archbishop is quoted in the preface.

Actually, the entire volume is to my point'.--;;fi"i", t is the faci-Ih-ai tro* Maicfr L7:23, 7968, 40 P_rotestant, Or-

thodox urrd Ro*un Crifr"fi" churchmen are meeting in Mosc-ow' This

;;;i;s;;. set in e."d.t, 1967 by the central cornmittee of the worlcl

Council of Churches; ff;tll """.ia6, 
revolutionary activity, inter:rational

"-"o"o*1. ".ii"it, 
,"a-birristian ethics in relation to secular ethics' Its

6;'i; t" U" rrn*iti"a to tfru General Assembly of the Council meeting

in Sweden in JulY.
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cietal crisis-derives basically from the private ownership of land
and buitdings within the cities and the conseguent profit-making
airn of such possession-which permeates the best of the secular anal-

yses (as that of Charles Abrams and Hans Blumenfeld)-appears
with increasing frequency in reli$ous writings, as those by the Rev-.
Dr. Martin Luther I$ng and in such periodicals as The Christian
Century.*

Of coursg the most striking illustration of the shift in recent think-
ing on property-and on revoluttion-.bringing that thinking very
much closer to that whioh dominated early Christianity, appears in
certain Encyclicals coming from the present Pope and his imnaediate

predecessor. Thus, tn Populoru,m progressia (Development of Peo
ples), issued in March, 1967, one finds reflected the polernics of
Emmanuel Mounier and of Cardinal Lercaro, Archbishop of Bologna,
against the concept (basic to Rerum nooa'runl, Leo XIII, 1896) that
property right was an immutable right. They insisted this stemmed
not from bib[cal text but rather from Roman law. And Pope Paul VI
in the aforementioned Encyclical quotes from none other than St.

Ambrose, and from precisely that part of his writings hitherto sig-
nally neglected by the Church; for St. Ambrose is quoted to establish
the idea that "the earth was given to all, not just the rioh," and the
Pope here specifically says that "private ProPerly is not an absolute
and unconditi,onal right for anybody," and that "wherever a oon-
flict arises between acquired property rights and the cardinal needs

of society, it is up to the public authority to resolve the conflict with
the active participation of persons and groups." Explicitly-even
dramatically-this Encyclical adds that "the public good invokes ex-
propriation of some possessions if--by'virtue of their size, partial
or complete disuse and the consequent poverly of the population and

damage to the interests of the country-they represent an obstacle

to collective prosperity." Single-minded concentration u1rcn profit is

denounced and the so-called "free exchange" reflective of socalled
"free enterprise" also is held to have been found wanting in human
benefit.

Further, in this Encyclical, the Pope holds: "Revolutionary in-
surrection except in case of evident and p,rolonged tpanny that

* C. Abrams, Tho Cita is the Frontier (Ifarper & Row, 1966); H. Blum-
enfeld, The Mod,ern Metropolis (M. I. T. Press, 1967); M. I-r King, Where
Do We Go From Here, (Harper & Row, 1967); and, for example R. K.
Taylor, "Property Rights and Il'uman Rights,t' The Ch,ristian' Centwl,
September 6, 196f.
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threatens gavely the fundamental rights of persons and dangerously
injures the comrnon good of tJre nation, will produce new injustices."
As Father Juan Luis Segunde, S. |. of Uruguay, has recently written:
"Both in and out of the continent many Christians and non-Christians
will describe the situation of many Latin American nations precisely
by using the terms coverod by that 'exoeption'." (Christiatrtity a.rd,

Crisis, March 4 1968, p. 281.)
No wonder the distinguished savant, William L. Buckley, suggests

that for some reason the Pope had put forth a "perfumed Marxism"
and that the Wal,l Street lownal regrettod the Pope's "confused
Marxism."

As a Marxist, however, I must admit that the Pope's Encyclical
was enunciating-in mfld, though significant form*the traditional
levelism and the ori$nal revolutionary qualrty of Christianlty; on

both these matters, let me confess it, Marrism is a latecomer.

Reference has been *"1" ao *" *U*n ead belief that we are
in a post-Constantine era i{ not a post-Christian one. At least as wide-
spread ln the United States is the idea that we are in a post-Marxian
one. Afirming &e obsolescence or, at least, tho irrelevance of Marx-
ism is a commonplace in this country. While noting, as I did, the
proliferation of God-is-dead literature, one must observe that a some-
what similarly entitled book reflected the Marxism-is-dead literature,
i.e., Tlw God Thnt Failnd (1960), edited by Richard Crossman and
with essays by distinguished figures who, having mistakenly believed
in the divinity of Marx and/or Lenin and/or the Communist Party,
quite naturally found themselves disappointod, if not betrayed.

Similarly, while in earlier pages we have referred to the crisis in
capitalist society, I lnow that an insistence upon crisis in socialist
society is commonplace in the United States. Yet I think the latter,
to the degree that it exists, reflects the newness of the venture and
its unprecedented audacity, the forms and ferocity of the opposition
it met and meets, the areas in which it first appeared and developed,
and inevitable difficulties of expansion and growth, as well as prob-
lems of "success."

This is not the occasion, certainly, to develop an overall evaluation
of the meaning to Man of the socialist transformation, nor to argue

the relevance of Marxisnr for the United States. On the latter point,
let it suffice here to note that quite apart from the considerable-
and growing-number of Americans who affirm they are Marxists-
and this has included perhaps the pre-eminent American of the 20th
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century, Dr. Du Bois-one sees an insistence upon Marxism's eon-
sequence from such scholars as the late C. Wright Mills, and from
Sidney Lens, William A. Williams, Staughton Lyod, George H.
Hampsch, Howard L. Parsons, Robert S. Cohen, Richard Licftrhnan,
Herbert Marcuse, and others. One observes, also, such a phenomenon
as the annual Socialist Scholars Conference which for three years
now has attracted several thousand academicians; the growth, toq
of the American Institute for Marxist Studies, during the past nearly
five years, attests to something other than ob'solescence.

That conferences on Manism are regular occrurences now-from
Notre Dame to the Unive,rsity of Santa Clara to annual meetings of
the American Sociological Association to this oceasion, itself, bears
witness in the sarne direction. Perhaps ultimate proof has oome now
tlrat the Neu York Times Book Reoieu), on Sunday March I"e in a
characteristically inane feature belatedly devoted to Herbert Mar-
cuse, foundi it was "dl too easy to be lntronizing or supercilious about
tle Marxian apparatus." God Inows that magazine stroUa Inowt It
even went on to admit the subtlety of "serious Marxian analysis',;
perhaps we_shall live to see the day that the Neut York Times actualy
permits such analysis in its pages.

***
The evidence-and this paper has presented only fractions of

what is avaflable-suggests that advocacy of Christian-Marxist rap-
procltment need not be oonffned to the praotioal, so-called. firat is,
it is not uncommon now-both from the Marxian and the reli$ous
sides-to see advocacy of cooperation in terms of deeds or ..w&ks.',

This has been the emphasis-where this matter has been considered

-on the Marxian side certainly at least since the lS30's; and from the
reli$ous sidg ttrris enrphasis was cenhal for example to the whole
christian socialist movement of the late lgth and early 20th centuries
and was emphasized then and later by such figures as walter Rausch-
errbusch, Harry F. Ward and A. |. Muste.

rt is- at least implicit in the kind of historical analysis offered for
example by Harvey G. Cox and he has on occasion made this ex-
plicit; it is in almost explicit form in a book issued last year by Notro
Darne, to which referenoe was rnade earlier. The Reverend Mark C.
McGrath writes:

There is nothing good and holy in the Marxist promises which
is not better set forth in that Christian attitudle towards the
world which the Seoond Vatican Council is now studvins
Wg toq desire and work for an expansion of all material"means
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of production and welfarg so that in our century, for the first
tima in recorded history, all men have access to a material
standard and an education which will free them from bodily
want and thq sad, almost animal dimness of life without linow-
ledge, without culture, without joy, without beauty, without love.

I am urging that where Michael Novak calls for "The Revolution
of 1976' that would see "a fundamental realignment of the bases of
economic and political power in this lan{' (Corunwnuteal, July 14,

1967) he certainly speaks as a Christian, albeit one wedded to the
leveling teachings and practices of early Christianity; and in doing
this he is affirming not only a certain congruence in practice between
Marxists and Christians but also in theory. That there is this theoretical
afi"ity has not been emphasized; the contrary has been done, by both
sides. I am urging that such emphasis-where it excludes the other-
militates against fulty implementing the practical cooperation so widely
suggested.

It seems to me that my argument is made almost verbatim-from
the opposite approach-by the Rev. Dr. Mardn Luther King Jr., in the
closing section of his latest book, previously cited:

The Western nations that initiated so much of the revolutionary
spirit of the modern world have now become the arch antirevolu-
tionaries. This has driven many to feel that only Marxism tas the
revolutionary spirit. Communism is a iudgment on our failure to
follow through on the revolutions we have initiated. Our only hopo
today lies in our ability to recapture the revolutionary spirit and
go into a sometimes hostile world declaring eternal oplnsition to
poverty, racism and militarism.

If this cry is a judgment upon Christianity as practiced, it is a
call in accordance with the deepest themes of Christianity; it is also
a call in terms of the deepest currents in Marxism.

Some doubt that the ethical theme is a component in Marxism;
not infrequently indeed something approaching eynicism-if not worse

-is attributed to the Marxian evocation of such themes. For example,
Professor Julian N. Hartt, of Yale's Divinity School, has written
recently:

Here the Christian revolutionary is up against an ally of the most
formidable foremindedness, the dedicated Communist. The true
believer of that sect freely-zealously indeed-tses value-charged
terms but he insists that he is using them "scientiftcally" . . . Here
we are struck by a curious flavor of theological consistency, since
the Marxist does not believe that any spiritual power (good or evil)
is causally efficacious in the movements of history. (A Chri*ian
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Critique of American Culture, Harper & Row, Lffi7, p. 422.)

I appreciate Professor Hartt's calling one such as myself an "ally"
even if his greeting is ngt quite fraternal, but when he says the
Marxist does not believe in the efficaciousness of good and evil in
history he does not speak for this Marxist. The Marxists see the
historical conditioning of a1l phenomena, including morality, but
comprehending source and origin is quite difierent from denying
consequence and signiffcance.

Any attempt to strip Marxism of its profoundly humanistic source

and pulpose is a caricature of Marxism. When Marx was 18 years

old, writing a gymnasiurn examination paPer on "Reflections of a

Youth on Choosing an Occupation," he began by insisting that mart's

"general good" was "to improve mankind and himself." 'He closed

that essay with two paragraphs that ring out with pathos and feeling:

History calls those the greatest men who ennobled themselves by
working'for the universallExperience praises as the most happy th'e
one wlio ma{e the most people hrPPy. Religion itself teaches us
that the ideal for which'wd ,re ,ii tttivirr[ sacriffced itself for
hurnanity, and who would dare to. destroy sgcll a statement?

When we have chosen the vocation in which we can contribute
most to humanity, burdens cannot bend us becau-se they are only
sacriffces for all, Then we experience no meager, limited, egotistic
ioy, but our happiness belongs to millions, our deeds live on quietly
Lrii eternally 6dective, and"glowing teais of noble men will fail
on our ashes.

Certainly, this is the pre-Marxian Marx; but this dedication to
ennoblement, this passion against injustice, this purpose to commence
"tihe human epoch of history" is the heart of Marxism; divorcing that
heart from the brain destroys Marxism.

If it has been possible to move frorn systems based on the private
ownership of the means of production to socialism in one-third of
the world and the elimination therefrom of the private appropriation
of profft, it may well be possible to move institutionalized Christianity
from its present commitment to capitalism. That commitment ties

Christianity to a corpse and not to a living God; it certainly is not
in accord with Qhristianity's own reading of its original concepts

and praetices.
Of the religions of the oppressed studied by Frofessor Lanternari,

he writes (p, M cited work):

The messianic movements are movements of the people as well
as movements of innovation. Within the religious dynamics of

I
'f
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,their society they high[ght the critical "moment" at which tensions
and difiereirces havJreiched a climax-the moment between tradi'
tional forms too static to rnove ahead and the new challenge to
religious life. Because these movements are both poPular and revo-
lutionary, new and able to renew, because they are spurred by
the urg6nt and vital needs of oppressed people and societies caught
in a dilemma, they look to the-future and to the regeneration of
the world.

Christianity, too, had these origins and commitments; is it still
able to renew? Certainly, Marxism had fundamentally similar origins
and basically identical commitments. I do not think we-those of us

who are reli$ous and those of us who are Marxists-need be the
strange kind of allies Professor Hartt pictured.

When the World Council of Christian Churches said at its Geneva
Meeting, "We recognize the need for fundamental changes in the
structure of society," and added that the duty of Christianity today
was "to speak a radical 'No"'; when in the Documents of Vatican II,
we read that while the Roman Catholic Church in the 18th and 19th
cenhrries cast itself "in a role of intransigent resistance to movements
of social revolutiod' but that today "the Church intends to play its
true historic role as a champion of human rights and to align itseU

with those who ffght for these rights" and when these Documents
conclude that "neglecting temporal duties . . . iuoPardizes eternal
salvation'-when the two major bodies of world Christianity announer
these things, then this "dedicated Communist"-to use Professor
Hartt's language-is moved to say, with a ioyous heart, Amenl

Political Affairs has received a letter from Professor Jurgen

Kuczynski, asking us to inform all our readers that the American

Edition of his book The Rise of thn Working Closs (McGraw-

Hill) is so poorly translated that it distorts'the original meaning

of his work.

Lessons from the Sethack

In Indnnesia (Part III)

Weakrwsses and Mistakes of the Pwty

Let us now analyze the subjective factors bearing upon ourselves,
factors which, scientiffcally speaking, determine t-he success of the
revolution, namely: the readiness of the vanguard class for a strug-
gle under the leadership of the Parg armed with the correct strategy
and tactics.

Actions aimed at taking over U.S. imperialist enterprises did not
imply any physical clashes because they were fully supported by
the government. The workers, at the same time, had a bitter ex-
perienco that these actions failed to give them clear advantages,
while the enteqprises were falling into the hands of capitalist bu-
reaucrats.

The actions aimed at crushing the city devils were still at the
level of demons,trations and demands that government officials take
resolute steps against the eity devils, i.e., there was no immediate
physical oontact with the devils themselves. Only the one-sided
actions of the peasants aimed at orushing the village devils went
through the stage of physical ctrashes with the armed forces and
resulted in the loss of human life. However, these one-sided actions
were later checked by the Party and directed along the lines of
reason and negotiahons (musiauah). It is becoming ever clearer
that we were not suficiently seasoned in non-peaceful action, that
we did not want to quarrel with Sukarno who had extinguished
the revolutionary actions of the peasants.

As a result of the disease of self-oonceit, bureaucracy and the cult
of the personality that fourished in the Part/, many functionaries
and rank and ffle were unable to train 'themselves ideolo$cally and
organizationally to act according to the maxim: "Do not cry over
broken pots and cut knucHes."

What had oaused us conc€rn found factual conffrmation after the
be$nning of the September 80th Movement. At the beginning, reports
on the arrests of prominent ffgures from the Generals' Council
(except its top leader) were received with enthusiasm and the people
joyf"lly listened to the broadcasts of Colonel Untung about the Sep
ternber 80th Movement. Among the top-ranking officers who took
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part in &e September 30th Movement resentment and alarm began
to manifest themselves when they found out that President Sukarno
had refused to give his blessing to the Revolutionary Council.

The situa,tion changed drastically when in tho comrse of 24 hours
units of the Generals' Council succeeded in restoring their lnsitions
in Djakarta, while the people whose names were quoted to be
members of the Revolutionary Council, began to make statements
one after another &at they had not the slightest idea that they had
been appointed to serve on the Revolutionary Council, saying they
were devoted to no one else but President Sukarno. The units of
the Generals' Council exploited this situation to the umost for propa-
ganda purposes and charged the Revolutionary Council with being
a counter-revolutionary organization intending to unseat President
Sukarno, since the Council had forced the resignation of the Cabinet
where President Sukarno was Prime Minister.

During those tense days the Party, having given its support to
Colonel Untung's actions, committed the following political mistakes:

a) The organizers of and immediate participants in Untung's
actions failed to take into consideration the need to draw the masses
to their side in order to secure the support of progressive forces
within the country. After the successful seizure of Radio Republic
of Indonesia (RRI), they did not ofier the people a positive socio-
economic platform, nor did they call upon peasants and workers
to watch for the danger of the conspiracy of the Generals' Council.

Instead of issuing a decree for the creation of people's armed
forces, a decision was made to give a fresh boost to the military.
Following all this, it was hard to count on the support of the masses
for the September 80th Movement.

b) When all the political leaders denied their participation in the
Revolutionary Council, the leadership of the Party made a belated
statement to the effect that it was rilrong to believe that the Party
had taken part in the September 80th Movement. However, the
Party leadership did not refute allegations that it had supported the
purge carried out by Untung and his followers.

Western ]ava, as a re$on where the influence of the Party was
relatively small, ought to have received primary attention from the
Party leadership during the preparatory stage. In actual faot it
was treated as an orphan up to the defeat of the September 80th
Movement in Diakarta. In Western Java neither the situation nor
plans for future actions were Imown.

Within 24 hours the Party leadership in the provinces and in the
IGbupaten (counties) were arrested by the authorities on a large
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scale and practically without resistance. In the following _days, 
under

tho influeice of dissatisfaction with the leadership and despondency

resulting from mass surrender to the reactionary authorities, state-

ments iere made on the dissolution of Party committees, accom-

panied with accusations against the Party leadership' On the othor

t*d, ,tor" who still contLued to ffght attacked the P_arty leader-

,frip fro* the Left, whieh explains t[e fact why- two 
^diametrically

,piot"d tendencies emerged in- Western llva: slayeful mass sur-

,6ria"t was going on paralel with the flourishin-g :19" ultra-Leftists'

Both stem Iro* orre 
^urd 

same source-general disillusionment with

the political leadership of the Party.

Irr^ Diakurta itself, ierritorial units composed of young men, who

had pJt completed their militarytraining, and veterans stayed at

their posts. ffo*"u"r, a decree io a"* the people was not issued'

WUen it was apparent that the situation was ctrran$ng 
-unfavorably

for the MovemJni, it was necessary not to procrastinate but take up

ar*s ard start a mobile guenilla iesistance in the city, as Marx had

taught, so as not to play irresponsibly with arms but, once having

,t#"d an armed struggie, to carry it to the end. For at that time

there were opportunitiei for such actions, since the chief forces of

the enemy w6rl still busy chasing t\ ryin detachments of the Sep-

tember Bbth Movement, the mass of the reactionary youth did not

vet lnow what they had to do to crush us, rent by doubts due to

ihe 
'ncertainty 

of 
'the 

situation. However, an armed _struggle 
was

not taking place. An order was given that weaPons b9 hid$en securely

and everloire should seek refuge and wait-for a_ pgli$c{ resolution.

A presidlntial directive was circulated, which boiled down to the

following:

Law and order should be enforced and armed,clashes avoided;

A full meeting of the Cabinet should be convened and a political
solution urgentlY sought.

Heated debates had taken place in the Party leadership about

whether the Party should obey the President's orders or continue

the struggle and repulse the onslaught _of 
reaction. It was decided

to issue-a statement in support of a poutical solution by the Presi-

dent, to attend the full Cabinet meeting so as to bring pressure to

bear upon the President during _that meeting, 
^to- 

recognize the

Generali' Council and agree to the formation of the NASAKOM

Cabinet; if this failed-to continue resistance'

In this lies the following major mistake committed by the ParY:

the passivity of and panic among the Party leadership in an emer-
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gemy siftation which resulted in surrender of all authority to Presi-
dent Sukanro and his political decision, but not reliance on the
s,trength of the masses.

C otmterReoolutionary T en or

While the Party depended on President Sukarno's actions aimed
at ffnding a plitical solution, which was long in ooming, reastion
was not idle. Persecution of progressive revolutionary elements
began. Mad white terror was unleashed which lnew no [mits of
inhumanity. Hundreds of thousands of the Party rank and ffle and
the functionaries of progressive revolutionary organizations together
with their innocent families were plunged into a blood path and
became victims of mass killings. Hundreds of thousands of others
were thrown into prisons or concentration camps. Even the Party's
top leaders failed to avoid the terror, among them Comrades D. N.
Aidi,t, Lulman and Njoto.

Counter-revolutionaries came to power and the revolutionary tide
began to ebb. Such is the sad fate of the Sepernber 30th Movement
resulting from suicidal Leftist policies for which the Revolution paid
a dear and unnecessary price. That was the mistake the consequences
of which for the Indonesian Revolution and international Communist
movement are hard to rectify.

Payang homage to those who have fallen victinr to the counter-
revolutionary temor, we should recall the golden words of Lenin and
draw them to tho attention of those who will carry on the cause of
our Revolution. Lenin said that the government and bourgeoisio
should not be allowed to drown the Revolution in the blood of a
yomature uprising. He oautioned against falling easy prey to provo-
cations. He said that we should wait for the high tide which will
sweep everything away and bring victory for Communism . . . If 100-
300 people are killed by the bourgeoisie, this will not kill the cause of
the Revolution. But if the bourgeoisib succeeds in provoking a massacre
and 10,000 or 80,000 workex 'are killed', this may check the revolution
eoen for seoeral gears. For the sake of everything we hold sacred
the Revolution should be nursed carefully until it is really ready to
give birth to a child.

Sorna Lessons and Corclwions

An analysis of the entire development and activities of the Party
in the past few years and during the September 80th Movement
yields the conclusions that:

l. The chief reason underlying the failures of the PKI in leading
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the revolution was that the PKI still lacked the traits sh416s[svizing

a Leninist party, i.e., it was not a suficiently bolshwized party, nor

did it have a mass nature. In the past the Party had not paid ad'e'

quate attention to meErsures aimed at increasing the-role,of prole-

tiri"r, elements in it or at improving its ideological and cultural

lovel. In the recent past the Party tended to ascribe too much signi-

ficance to the ,"vollouorary spirit of the peasantry, whereas, nrith-

out wishing to detract from-our view that -t!e peasan!)' is the

staunchest 
-"Uy of the working class, it should b, poTt{ out that

the petty-botugeoisie is hamstrung by a serious drawback and one

to be borne in mind, namely, that it is inconsistent in its actions.

The doors of the Party were fung wide open for the mass ad-

mission of petty-bourgeoii elements with the result that ideologically,
politically ind-organizationally the Party was fooded with a petty-

Lourgeoii wave, while the fact that the Party leadership was turning
bourgeois was completelY ignored

He-nce, ideologically the Party was infected with a petty-bourgeois

spirit and fell victim to overindulgelce_ in ultra-Leftist slogans and

pitty-bourgeois nationalism, all of which cripplgd t{9 spirit of pro-

ietarian irriternationalisrn, that integal and inalienable part of the

activities of the party of &e working class.

Theoreticatlu, there wEIs, on t-he one hand, an uPsurge of dogmatism

which found expression in easy acceptance of concepts revolutionary

in forrn but failing to take stock of local conditions. On the other

hand, there w"t ari emergence of revisionism which tended to upend

the monolithic doctrine of Marxism-Leninism and replace it with
"national Marxism" within the framework of the so-called "Indonesi-

ffcation of Marxism-Leninism."
Politically, the Party was not consistent in deJending its class posi-

tions and engaged in class collaboration with the_ bourgeoisie; it
gave prominence to cooperation within the {ramework of the NASA-

rou, it lost its freedom of action in strengthening the sacred alliance

of the workers and peasants; it demonstrated subjectivism and haste

in assessing the situation and in evaluating the balance of forces; it
failed to deffne its tactics, shuttling between adventurism and capitu-

lation; it made absolute its choice of the forms of struggle, tending

to take just one aspect of the struggle out of P" pl"y forms that
a party 

-of 
the working class must employ. All of this lecl to the

Parg's inability to play the role of leader of the Revolution.

Organidationally, tn its internal activities the _Par-[ was fu:r{trer

deviating from the principles of democracy and collective leader-

ship; it was incroasingly falling into the snaro of the personality
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cult; it was demonstrating an increasing lack of internal dernocragv
in the Party; it was stifling initiative coming frorn the rank aud file;
it was fettering criticism frorn below and was not en@uragrng the
development of vigorous self-criticism.

Firm discipline was not strengthened in the Party, liberal attitudes
towards the decisions of the Party organization fourished, serious
measures to curb bureaucracy in the Party were not taken.

2. The adventurism of the abortive September 80th Movement and
its epilogue proved to be the inevitable result of the accumulation
of the Party's past mistakes, its confused ideological, political and
organizational line, all of which oaused the Party to be punished by
the objective development of history.

The Path Ahead

The alternative facing the Communist and Workers' movement
in Indonesia at the present time is this: whether to stick to the old
erroneous position and continue adventurist policies, failing to see

the real state of afiairs, and upholding organizational sectarianism,
which signiffes a divorce from the masses, or to completely give up
pseudo-revolutionary concepts and take to the right path again, to
be devoted to the Statutes and the Program of the Party adoptud by
the Fifth Congress of the PKI and supplemented at the Sixth Congress,
to enjoy t"he love and sympathies of the broad masses and to make
the Party play the role not just of the vanguard, but of leadership
of the Revolution.

Ideologicalla it is necessary to strengthen the outlook and methods
of the working class, strengthen the proletarian elements of the Party,
oppose petty-bourgeois nationalism, develop the spirit of proletarian
internationalisrn in conjunction with true patriotism. The Party should
deepen the knowledge of the universal teachings of Marxism-Leninism
in conjunction with concrete revolutionary practices in Indonesia, it
should free itself from the wrong concept of the "Indonesiffcation
of Marxism-Leninism."

The Party should return to the correst way of creating a united
national front. It shoutrd value most of all the strengthening of the
union between workers and peasants as the basic foundation of the
united national front. The Party should step up its work among
the peasants on the basis of a revolutionary agrarian program, which
can make the peasants a tested ally of the working class and secure
correct proportions in the cooperation of the working people with
the national bourgeoisie and other democratic elements. The Party
should incrrease its influence among the masses by using all forms
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of legal or illegal struggle, take into account the requirements and
demands of all strata of the working people for improved living
conditions, oonsistently and increasingly carq, out mass revolutionary
action for democratic rights, higher living standards and social

Progress.
8. The building of a bolshevized and rnass party should continue;

a party that would be spread through the entire country, giving
priority in it to the admission to the party of workers, without, how-
ever, slamming the doors in the faces of the best sons of other strata
of the working people, especially the poor peasants and agricultural
laborers in accordance with the norms and standards of the party
statutes bearing on party membership.

The Leninist norms of party organ2ation should be restored; tho
principles of democratic centralism should be unflinchingly followed,
among them the principle of collective leadership; criticism and self-
criticism should bo reborn.

For the sake of preserving true unity within the Party and for
the sake of the renovation of the Party, a clear line of division should
be dr,awn with those who still stand on positions of advocating ultra'
Leftist and sectarian principles, those who in the past unambiguously
pushed the Party to adventurism and opposed cohesion in the inter-
national Commrrnist movement.

Under the prevailing conditions, it is important to remind the
Party of the need always to heighten Party vigilance, enforce ffrm
discipline among the Party mernbers, effect the division of labor
in concert with the abilities and growth of professional Party cadres.
It is necessary to remember the need to encourage initiative from
below, the wise and fexible use of all the forms and methods
of work in legal organizations, even though they may be of tho
most reaotionary sort.

To provide for the victory of the August 1945 Revolution the
imme&ate target task of the Party today is to forge a united Left-wing
front, progressive, democratic and patriotic in nature, a front able
to carry on a consistent struggle against pro-imperialist and anti-
dernocratic reaction and &us deal it a crushing blow; as before,
to concern itself with keeping Indonesia in the camp of anti-
imperialism and peace and preserve the good relations of the Republic
of Indonesia with the Socialist-bloc countries.

In the qphere of international activities, the Party should continue
to pursue a consistent anti-imperialist and anti-colonial foreign pohcy,
continue to defend peace and peaceful coexistence.

The banners of prol,etarian internationalism should be raised aloft;
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the unity of the international Communist movement should be
strengthened; all attempts to split and undermine the alliance and
unity of the front of Communists and Workers' parties fighting the
conunon enemy-imperialism led by U.S. irnperialism-should be
frustrated and foiled; the Party should be truly devoted to the letter
and spirit of the Moscow Declaration and Statement worked out
jointly by all the fraternal parties. Realistic relations should be main-
tained with all the Communist and Workers' parties on the basis
of the principle of independence and equalrty, without allowing an

open attack against each other in the face of the enemy.

Such is the way out of the existing situation.
Conffdence should prevail that the international proletariat, the

Communist and Workers' parties of the world, all the progressive
and revolutionaries the world over will always demonstrate their
international solidarity with us, as was the case during the time
when Indonesia's progressive and revolutionary forces went through
an ordeal similar to the present one, and we drew on their suplnrt
and synpathy. Experience demonstrates that life itself ruthlessly
condemns those who, instead of gratitude, flaunt evil prejudices by
alleging that there are fraternal parties which, while saying they aro
concerned; in fact do no more than shed crocodile tears.

To the fallen viotims, who number hundreds of thousands of
Communists and their followers, who have shed their blood for the
escutcheon of the Motherland as a result of the recent atrocities of
the white terror, and in token of our gratitude for fervent international
solidarity, we can give but one answer: to forge ahead along the
new correst way, along the Marxist-Leninist way toward the ffnal
victory of our national democratic Revolution.

Long live the PKI, the vanguard of the working classl

Long live the unity of the international Cornmunis't and Workers'
movementl

Eternal condemnation to the assassins of the hundreds of thousands
of Communists, workers, peasants and intelligentsia-the truo sons of
Indonesial

Long live the Indonesian people and the Indonesian Revolutionl

PHIIEHAM IIISIUS$IIIN

DANIET BTIBIN

How Program [an Be Strengthened
The second draft of our Pro-

gram is a considerable improve-
ment over the first, and the first
was already a significant contri-
bution. Undoubtedly the discussion
and Spmial Convention will make
further substantial improvements.

Among the improved sections I
find those on state monopoly capi-
talism, the world setting, the anti
monopoly coalition and projected
anti-monopoly government and its
relation to working-class power
and the possibility of peaceful
transition, and the section on the
Negro people. And there are
others. But I also feel there are
some fairly consistent departures
from the main line, though less
so than in the first draft.

The Wodaing Class

The major instance is in the
handling of the working class. In
the main section on the working
class (pp. III-6-III-16) we begin
completely on the wrong footing.
W'e should begin with an examina-
tion of why the class struggle
is sharpening so much and what
is its prospect. First we should
examine the trends. The monopo-
lies are pressing hard to hold the
Iine on wages, while pushing
speedup ancl striving to eut costs
through mechanization and auto-
matlon, and through runaway

plants here and abroad. They are
resisting concessions much more
sharply. They are fighting hard
to prevent company-wde and in-
dustry-wide bargaining, to weaken
and even destroy unions through
prolonged strikes and anti-strike
Iegislation, and to obstruct union-
ization and strikes particularly
among public workers.

What are the underlying eco.
nomic trends that cause this? Can
we expectthis policyto continue? A
new mood is rapidly developing
within the working class, a mood
of militantly fighting for better
wages and working conditions,
against speedup and for adequate
grievance machinery. It is a mili-
tancy that defies pleas to sacrifice
for Vietnam (auto, copper) or
public interest (teachers, garbage
eollectors). It breeds willingness
to face long strikes, big fines and
imprisonment to win demands and
it is forging labor unity on a new
fighting basis. It is a rank antl file
militancy that overturns estab-
lished union leaderships which re-
sist it, that reverses their contract
recommendations or presses them
into fighting for more substantial
demands.

The factors in such trends are
inflation and higher taxes, causing
declining real wages while pro-
ductivity and profits soar. Will
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these factors continue to oPerate?

What are the trends among
workers with respect to assuming
leadership on the great social
issues-peace, Negro freedom, in-
dependent political action? What
are the prospects?

At present these questious are
not really dealt with at all. Instead
we begin with the question of
"class partnership" and the reac-
tionary role of the Meany leader-
ship. Even the slight mention of
rank-and-file action is hinged
solely to the question of rebellion
against reactionary union leader-
ships, not to the struggle against
the bosses for the needs of the
workers.

Starting this way, going on to
other major weaknesses of the
class that hold it back, and end-
ing up with the historic role of
the working class, but failing to
deal with the class enemY and
trends in the class struggle-all
this results in an undesirable
stance. It is the stance of the
radical on the outside of the labor
movement who knows from read-
ing Marx what the role of the
class is supposetl to be and then
lectures it from afar about what
is holding it back and what it
should do to straighten out and
fly right. This treatment also pre-
sents an unnecessarily negative
estimate of the level of the work-
ing: elass today and thereby feeds
notions in the middle-class Left
that "maybe some day the work-
ing class will play its role but not
in the near future."

'When the trends in the class
struggle and the vital demands of
the workers are put first' then
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the weaknesses and Problems of
the class can be put with the
fullest sharpness without creating
a problem. Then MeanY and his
policies are not an enemy in isola-
tion but rather a reflection of
ruling-class attacks on the inter-
ests of labor within its own ranks,
a reflection that retards the
healthy trend of militant struggle
against monopolY.

I think the section on the his-
toric role of the working class

should come before that on its
weakness and after the oPening
section proposed above. Then the
section would begin with the Prob-
lems the workers face and their
growing struggle against monop-
oly which is leading in the direc-
tion of their playing their full his-
toric role. This would then be

defined, followed bY the Problems
and dangers that must be over-

come if the working class is fullY
to play this role.

While it is good in manY re-
spects, the section on the historic
role of the working class needs

strengthening. It is not made clear
that the class has no choice but
to struggle against monoPolY be-

cause it is exPloited, because it is
the source of surPlus value with-
out which the system does not
function. The workers, therefore,
have decisive Power in their hands,

which is esPeciallY evident in
strikes in basic industry. Produc-
tion stops, new surPlus value is
not created, and the monopolists
sooner or later must finil a waY to
resume production for all else in
the system to have anY meaning.
In other words, the arguments
why the working class must strug-
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gle to change the system and why
it alone has the power to do so
are not made strong enough.

The Deci,si.ae Sector

Our program should single out
that section of the working class
which is most decisive-workers
in the basic industries. For some
time many on the New Left dicl
not agree that the working class
was a class with any progressive
potential, let alone the fundamen-
tal class for social progress. Now
a section of the New Left has
drawn more positive conclusions
about the working class. However,
it contends that a "new working
slsgg"-f,ssshers and other college-
gratluated professional workers-
has become the leading sector, on
the grounds these groups have
the training to think theoretically
and in broad terms and to work
out a strategy for social progress.

Then there are those who argue
that the poorest sections of the
working class are the most impor-
tant since the better-off sectors
will not be so militant and resolute
in struggle for basic change since
they have something to lose. Or a
slight variant of this approach is
that Negro, Puerto Rican and
Mexican-American workers in the
distributive and service industries
are the key sector of the class be-
cause of their poverty and double
oppression.

It is not the income level but
the relationship to the means of
production which determines one's
class status. Nor is incorne level
the most important criterion with-
in the working class in determin'
ing what section is decisive. Here,
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too, relationship to the means of
production is the deeiding factor.
lVorkers in basic industry are en-
gaged in producing the means of
production on which the rest of
the economy is dependent. A pro-
longed strike in steel eventuallY
brings to a halt all those indus-
tries dependent on basic steel. A
transportation strike can close off
the whole econorny. Auto workers
are producers of the means of
transportation without which
complex products cannot be matle
and sold, and without which work-
ers cannot get to work.

Such sections of the workers-
and we have not recently studied
scientifically exactly who they are

-are 
in a position in the economy

where their activities or lack of
them have a tremendous impact
on all else. They are the most
powerful sector of the class ancl

this position tends to breed an
over-all class view-to see the
whole class and not just some little
segment of it. Production here
is on a very large scale, involving
both large numbers of workers
and a high level of technologY.
The drive to keep costs down and
to increase productivity is very
great since these products are a
basic cost in the production of
finished prorluets throughout the
economy. As a result there is great
intensity of labor, much job in-
security through constant intro-
duction of new techniques, strong
resistance to wage increases, and
above all, just about the highest
rate of exploitation in the econ-

omy. We should keep in mintl here
that tremenclous new values are
created in basic industrT. Work-
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ers in auto can see through pub-
lished figures the rapidly widen-
ing gap in absolute and percentage
terms between the dollar value of
the products they turn out and
their to'tal wages.

It should also be noted that Ne.
gro workers are a very substantial
proportion of the workers in auto,
steel and many sectors of trans-
port (often in the neighborhood
of 50 per cent), while Mexican-
American workers hold the same
position in metal mining. We need
to learn the precise national com-
position in basiic ind.ustry as well as
the distribution by industry of
black workers.

In addition, these are strongly
organized industries affording an
additional potential of experience
in organization and, therefore, of
consistent power.

It should be kept in mind we are
dealing with the objective posi-
tion of different sections of the
working class and not with the
actual level of understanding and
activity of any given section. We
must determine the objective posi-
tion in order to establish a funda-
mental direction over the long
haul. TherebS in our imme-
diate responses to militant Ievels
of struggle, now by this section of
the class and tomorrow by another,
we can contribute the directing of
effort toward the most decisive
sector in order to bring it fully
and consistently into that role
which it alone can play.

Today a strike of hospital work-
ers may be a very militant strug-
gle, involving extremely poor and
oppressed workers. It may wen
be a key to reinvigorating the
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whole class in the area. But we
should see giving priority to such
a struggle also as a means for us
to reach the decisive sectors and
to move them forward. The hos-
pital workers, for all their mili-
tancy and poverty, just are not in
a decisive position in the produc-
tive process. They do not produce
new values and are not a direct
source of surplus value but rather
are paid from the surplus value
created by productive workers.

The point is not to pose one B€c-
tion of the class against another
as being worse off, more exploited,
etc., and to argue that one section
should therefore be ignored. Rath-
er, a scientific study is necesgary
in order to point a long-haul direc-
tion, keys to move the whole class
and with it the whole of the anti-
monopoly forces. Again, this does
not mean that some other section
may not be more advanced than
the decisive section at a given mo-
ment and that priority effort may
not have to be placed there for the
very sake of being able to move
toward the decisive sector. How-
ever, I believe we have already
reached a Ievel where workers in
auto, steel, metal-mining and key
sectors of transport will yield
nothing to any other section of
the class in level of understanding
and struggle.

Placing the question of the de-
cisive section of the working class
in our Program is necessary from
several standpoints. We have al-
ready seen that just as the role of
the class itself is the heart of our
strategic line, the recognition of
the deeisive sector of the class is
likewise of strategic importance.
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Second, arnong the more recent
forms of middle-class radicalism
is the proposal to base strategy on
certain peripheral sections of the
class. And third, the first part
of our Prograrn, in presenting the
problems created by automation,
gives only those of Negro, Puerto
Rican and Mexican-American
workers, or of young and old work-
ers (I-2 and I-7). While these sec-
tions face special problems, the
white workers in many industries,
including the basic industries,
face very important problems aris-
ing from automation and other
sources. We should not feed the
idea that these workers have no
significant problems and therefore
cannot play a progressive role.

There are a number of other
places where the role of workers,
their exploitation and the prob-
lems they face are left out. On
page I-9, among the factors whieh
made our country relatively rich,
we do not include the high rate
of exploitation and the creativity
of our workers. On page lll-42,
in listing our central objectives
at this time, nothing is said of the
workingclass and its specific needs.
On page III-49, the absolute neces-
sity of enhaneing the role of the
working class as the leading force
in the anti-monopoly coalition is
omitted. On page III-53, in the
Iist of what we fight for, and on
page IV-8, the end" of exploitation
and the implications of this as the
most central question of socialism
are absent

The Fisht Aga,i.n^st Raci,sm

In dealing with white chauvin-
ism, there are several weaknesses.

at

Page III-10 sounds as if, because
of labor's weaknesses or racism,
sections of the Negro people are
becoming anti-union and this is on
the verge of becoming a mass phe.
nomenon. The black community
has rightfully leveled some sharp
criticism at labor, and there are
even isolated instances of anti-
union or anti-strike action. But
this is not the main form of dau-
ger at this time to black-white
class solidarity. More dangerous
is the weakening of the fightins
capacity of white workers, with
the possibility of diversion and
certainly the danger of insufficient
fighting unity in the face of tough
strug:gles ahead.

There are great dangers before
the working class because of the
penetration of white chauvinist
ideology. But this section seems
to be drawn on the assumption
that it is only possible to mobilize
progressive forces to overcome
these influences of racism on the
basis of fear or disaster. As a
result, only the backward trends
among white workers are cited.
The labor-Negro alliance is
treated as completely non-existent,
with the remaining aspects of
friendly relations breaking up.

But there are also trends in the
opposite direction, such as the
strengthening of labor-Negro rela-
tions in Gary, where the steel
union campaigned for the Negro
mayoralty candidate Hatcher and
produced the necessary margin of
white working-class votes. Simi-
lar examples could be cited from
the Cleveland mayoralty elections,
from the Detroit uprising, from
the struggles of the New York
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brewery workers. It is important
to cite them to overcome laek of
initiative and struggle by whites
because they feel overwhelmed by
the task, because they lack confi-
dence in white workers, etc. And
it is important because the objec-
tive situation contains both the
danger and the potential, with
the outcome far from decided.
Sometimes fear of disaster para-
lyzes rather than mobilizes, just
as confidence in a positive out-
come can sometimes lead to inac-
tivity through complacency.

In the development of a eoalition
such as the labor-Negro alliance,
there are two turning points of
great importance. The first oc-
curs when labor and the Negro
people act more or less in a paral-
lel directicin rather than in hostil-
ity toward one another. The sec-
ond occurs when each consciously
recognizes a broad similarity of
interests and sets up an organiza-
tional structure of a joint pro-
gram of struggle. In between is a
complex process of quantitative
buildup toward the second turning
point. It is an uneven process
with obstacles which must be seen
and tackled, principally the influ-
ence of white chauvinism in the
ranks of white labor. On the
whole it can be said we are past
the first turning point but have a
good way to go to reach the second.
A much more precise estimate of
where we are and of the various
current trends needs to be made
on the basis of serious study.

Mi,ild,le-Clos s Bad,i,cal,ism

There is another unsound ap-
proach which emanates from
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middle-class radical circles. Such
peoplg not feeling the pressing
problems of workers, tend to ab-
stract their demands and goals
from the concrete, vital needs of
the workers, to view the issues as
of litUe importance in themselves
and merely as instruments to radi-
cialize the masses.

They proceed so ely from the
abstractly placed objective of
changing the system. The ques-
tion for them is how to break the
masses away from the Establish-
ment and the main answer is to
promote confrontation on ques-
tions that involve the premises
of the system. Often their under-
standing of the essence of the sys-
tem, what is wrong with it, why
it has to be replaced and with
what, is unclear. They tend to
speak mainly in terms of, a gigan-
tic bureaucratic mechanism which
determines how we lead our lives
and thus curtails our freedom to
do as we please. For some, the
alternative is a socialism in which
there will be no such bureaueratic
mechanism (which they do not
distinguish from the neeessary
administrative and organizational
apparatus of the economy) and
in which every individual will be
free to do as he or she pleases,
except for some local self-rule
in the economy and social services.

Part of the process of, breaking
people away from the system, in
this view, is to demonstrate the
irrelevaney to the people's lives
of the institutions that buttress
the system, to show that they can
get along without them. From this
usually flows a denigration of the
importance of legislative and elec-
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toral struggle aimed at influencing
or winning anything within the
present legislative and executive
governmental structures. Rather
the effort is to show that they are
instruments for deceiving: masses
into believing that they can get
their needs without changing the
system.

Mueh needs to be said concern-
ing this line of reasoning. Here
only a couple of points can be
made. For us there should never
be a separation between the fight
to win every small improvement in
the lives of the working masses
and the fight for major improve-
ments, for the power of decision-
making on a local level, or for
working-class state power. While
iniddle-class intellectuals may pro-
ceed from the principle that every-
one should participate in making
all decisions affecting him, the
starting point for the masses is
different. In struggling to cut
prices and taxes, to improve hous-
ing or schools, they are concerned
with what is done on these issues
and therefore with the need to
put people in office who will do
what they need.

The danger in looking solely for
what will radicalize, what will
show the irrelevance of bourgeois
institutions and will call for de-
cision-making in the hands of
those affected, is that it leads to
overlooking the other objective
that always must go hand in hand
with these-to fight, even if not
always successfully, to meet the
immediate needs of the people.

Without this, it is impossible to
lead masses anywhere for very
lqng. They will question whether
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you are sincerely on their side
and whether you have the ability
to win anything they need, today
or tomorrow. This approach leads
to abstract schemes and rigidity
in forms of struggle and organi-
zatiom that quickly isolate one.
Raising the level of understand-
ing of workers begins with a firm
grasp of what their needs are,
on what issues they are ready to
struggle.

For us the sharpening of the
conflict should be a by product,
not an aim in itself. We fight to
mobilize and unify the people in
struggle for their needs. If we
are successful, the response of
the monopolies will decide wheth-
er there is a sharpening. Masses
do not take as an aim an abstract
"sharpening of the conflict.,, To-
day we predict such a sharpening
is in store because the demands
of the masses on peace, freedom
and economic issues are more ur-
gent, while monopoly has less
ability to maneuver and shows it-
self less willing to make conces-
sions. But if we should make
"sharpening" our aim and pursue
this without regard to a serious
fight to win the needs of the peo-
ple, our sincerity might well be
put in doubt.

It is correct to identify our-
selves with those middle strata
who rebel against a strangling
bureaucracy. But we should not
treat the bureaucracy as a thing
in itself. It is a product and ser-
vant of monopotry capitalist inter-
ests. When it is separated frorn
this class meaning, it feeds oppo-
sition to any organizational struc-
ture on the grounils that as such
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it ereates a group with an interest
unto itself, separated from serving
bhe needs of the PeoPle. Such a

view undermines the fight to builcl
people's organizations as Bome-

thing more than momentary struc-
tures. It also fails to see the dif-
ferent class meaning of the state'
of economic planning and manage-
ment, of partY and Public organi-
zal,ion in the soeialist countries
(granting errors in the direction
of bureaucracy). Therefore it
paints the socialist countries as

being no better than the capitalist
countries.

There are a number of formula-
tions in the Program that lead in
this direction. Page III-40: "true
interests . served bY sharPen'
ing the conflict . . ." Page III-47:
"premised on sharPening conflict"
(ambiguous as to whether this re-
fers to objective precliction or to
our aim). Page III-50: "demo-
cratic self-rule in all asPects of
national life" (this has two Pos-
sible conflicting meanings). Page

III-40: "asserting . . . indePend'
ence of the bureaucratic struc'
ture" (but no class content is
given). Page III-43: "Power now
resides in bureaucratic hands"
(again no class content). Page

VI-1 : "Towering over this societY

is a vast bureaucratie Power,
foisted upon the nation bY trusti-
fied eapital, dominating the total
life of the nation to ensure the
continuetl rule of the exPloiting
class." (It is state monopoly capi-
talist power that towers over this
society anil dominates the total
life of the nation, not some sePa-

rate entitY Put in bY monoPolY to
ensure its rule but apparently
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capable of a separate existence.)
When we say (p. II-47) that

"the ruling class attempts to con-
fine the movement to conventional
legislative lobbying and electoral
contests" because these are chan-
nels where its domination is most
sesure and the people's power least
visible, we feed the idea of Par-
liamentary struggle. The ruling
class does not always prefer "elec-
toral contests" to other forms of
struggle. This depends on wheth-
er some sensitive centers of its
power are challenged, which maY
be done even in a regular contest-
for example, by a Marcantonio or
by certain current Peace candi-
dates. Masses in motion may ex-
press thernselves in various waYs,
including electoral contests or
mass lobbies to Washington. If bY

"conventional" lobbying is meant
a few people visiting Congressmen
in Washington, it may have some
validity. But is the APril lobbY
to Washington projected by the
martyred Dr. King "convention-
al"? Was the 1963 Washington
Freedom assembly "convention-
a1"? Would it be "conventional"
if the labor leadetship were to or-
ganize a mass lobby against the
war?

Forms and channels of struggle
are tactical questions because they
come up in many different settings
in which they have varying con-
tent and meaning. No rigid con-
clusions as to "preference" should
be drawn, though it maY well be
that because these particular
forms are so closely relatetl to
state power, they are Particularly
sensitive areas of struggle for the
ruling elass.
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The Partg

The section on the Communist
Party is not a bad sqction, but I
think it is not good enough. There
is argument as to why its exist-
ence is a good thing, primarily
from the standpont of the devel-
opment of a science of society and
the resulting ideological contri-
butions. This part is particu-
Iarly good for intellectuals. But
the Party, as an absolute neces-
sity in the struggles of today and
for the winning of socialism, grow-
ing out of the nature and require-
ments of the class struggle, is not
presented effectively. W'e must
do more to answer in a positive
way the arguments that a Com-
munist Party is not needed, that
some other organization or move-
ment ean do instead.

Besides stressing its ideologi-
cal role, we have to stress the
Party's role as the most consist-
ent organizer of struggle for the
needs of the people and relate the
two. In this connection, in re-
counting the Party's contribu-
tions we stop with the fight against
McCarthyism. But we need also
to treat our role in this recent
period to combat notions we are
dead or irrelevant.

We say Left unity "may or may
not take the fo.rm of one united
party of socialism" (VI-7, VI-14).
There must always be a Marxist-
Leninist party. Either the united
party of socialism will be Marx-
ist-Leninist in content or it will be
in addition to s Marxist-Leninist
party, perhaps being a socialist
electoral front sueh as exists in
Chile. W'e should pose it in this
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wan in relationship to the perma-
nent existence of a Man<ist-Len-
inist Party. Avoiding it in the
name of not putting unnecessary
obstacles in the way at this dis-
tancg can only feed an attitude
of tentativeness toward the Cp-
USA and toward the absolute
necessity always to build the elr-
isting Marxist-Leninist organiza-
tion, among other things, as a
pre-condition for any other group
coming to Marxisrn-Leninism and
for the development of some form
of or ganizational unity.

Sorne Mi,scellqneous poi,nts

Finally, several miscellaneous
points.

1. The opening, by keeping the
well-written wording of the first
draft, now underestimates the
crisis elements in the U.S. Later
sections correet this.

2. Page II-5. We must add the
mass opposition in the U.S. to the
factors listed as to why Cuba ex-
ists and Vietnam is winning.

8. Page III-41. Radical reforms
can alter the relationship of forces
but not class relationships.

4. We need to look into the qual-
itative difference between radical
reforms and other reforms. We
cannot avoid this question as it
has a bearing on strategic lines
that are offered in place of ours
and because it makes our anti-mo-
nopoly perspective more meaning-
ful.

5. The qualitatively new level
of struggle in the Mexican-Ameri-
can community should be indi-
cated.

6. While dealing with the spe-
cial character of the youth ques-
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tion, the links to the class ques-

tion and the question of the role
of elass divisions among Yotrth
needs to be strengthened.

?. On the possibility of Peaceful
transition, we should not sPeak
in absolute terms of violence or no
violence. There is violence now
for which the ruling class is re-
sponsible, and we are likelY to ex-
perience it in various forms and
degrees from here on. Our aim,
and at this distance it remains
a possibility, is to Prevent major
violence, such as a civil war, fro(n
being precipitated by the ruling
class. The paragraPh beginning
on line 14, page III-51, makes the
possibility of a peaceful transition
a hundred-to-one shot. Such pessi-

mism is not warranted bY any sci-
entific judgment. If Lenin, in
August 1917, could see the Possi-
bility of peaceful transition at
least briefly, then we have no busi-
ness using such formulations at
this point, when the final deter-
mination eannot oecur until verY
close to the event.

8. Page VI-5. Where we deal
with positions on the Left with
which we disagree, we tend to set
up straw men or choose the Poor-
est expression of a significant
trend. Thus we fail to come to
grips with related questions of
great importance.

9. With regard to unitY of the
international Communist move-
ment our estimate should be that
such unity of equals is growing.

We should sPeak of new forms of
internationalism exemPlified bY

the tremendous disinterested help
from the socialist countries, the
USSR in the first Place, to devel-
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oping countries and to the fight-
ing Vietnamese people.

10. I hope that one of the first
acts of a working-class state will
be to outlhw racist and war
propaganda, if such laws have not
been previously enacted. We
should not, for a short-sighted
popularity, try to sell PeoPle the
idea that we are absolute civil
libertarians, standing for the
right of anyone, at anY time, or
any place, to say or write anY-

thing. No one has ever success-

fully defended such a Position.
11. On the Negro question,

some estimate of the ghetto uP-

risings should be made and more
should be said on such subjects
as nationalism, nationhood, guer-
rilla warfare, what can and can-
not be won under caPitalism, and
what demands flow from the Posi-
tion of the Negro PeoPle as a

strongly marked, sPeciallY oP-

pressed national minoritY as dis-
tinct from a nation. It seems to
me the section should begin bY

putting the Negro question in the
context of the struggle for Prog-
ress of the whole country. OnlY in
this way can its full centralitY be

understood.***
I do not view the weaknesses

of the present draft as being in
the nature of a wrong strategic
line, but rather as sorne weak-
nesses and inconsistencies in aP-

plying this line to all major areas
of strugsle. I could be haPPY with
the present draft, though I hoPe

some contribution for improve-
ment made here, together with
contributions from others, will
produce an even better final draft.

Notes 0n the Aristocrary of Lahur

It is interesting to note, and
not without significance, that
Lenin never used the phrase "aris-
tocracy of labor" unaccomlranied
by quotation marks. The phrase
was borrowed from Engels, and
while Lenin used it liberally for
illustration he seems not to have
adopted it for himself. GenerallY,
where Engels used the term "aris-
tocracy of labor," Lenin used the
term ttupper strata" or "small
upper strata."

Both men were grappling with
the same problem: the existencu
of social chauvinism and oPPor-
tunism in the leadershiP of the
labor movement. Lenin, in his ar'
ticle "Imperialisrn and the Split
in the Socialist Movement," wrote
that "opportunists (social chauvin-
ists) are working together with
the imperialist bourgeoisie Pre'
ci,selg in the direction of creating
an imperialist Europe on the
backs of Africa and Asia. . . ."
(Collected, Worlcs, Vol XIX, Inter-
national Publishers, New York,
1942,p.341.) Engels saw the prob-
lem as the increase of bourgeois
influence in the labor movement;
in Marx's eyes "the English labor
leaders had sold themselves."

Clearly, for all three men the
important thing was that some
members of the working class were
sharing in the bounty of imPeri-
alism. Complaining that England
was tending to Produee a bour-
geois proletariat, Engels com-
mented that "for a nation that ex-
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ploits the whole world this is, of
course, to a certain extent justi-
fiable." (Ibid., p. 343.)

Lenin said:
'We have deliberately quoted the

direot statements of Marx and
Engels at length in order that the
reader may study them o.s a whole.
They must he studied; they are
worth pondering over, because they
reveal the pi,t;ot of the tac.tics in the
labor movement that are dictated by
objective conditions of the imperi-
alist epoch. (Ibid'., p. 346.)

Bribing the "UWer Strata"

Marx and Engels didn't live to
see the epoch of imperialism, but
because England displayed at least
two of the main features of im-
perialism as early as the middle
of the 19th century, Lenin was
able to say: "These two trends,
even two parties in the present
day labor movement, which so ob-
viously parted ways all over the
world in 1914-16, were traned' bg
Marr and, Engels i,n Emglnnd' for
many ilecad,es. . . ." (Ibid., p. 343.)

Lenin took up the question of
the "upper strata" in 1916 in an
urgent polemic with the KautskY-
ans, representatives of one of the
two trends that had "so obviouslY
parted ways." From 1892, when
Engels last expounded on the ques-

tion, until 1916, the notion of an
"aristocracy of labor" underwent
considerable alteration. Or rather,
it could be said, the "aristocracY
of labor" went through a number
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of changes.
In his article "Opportunism and

the 'Collapse of the Second Inter-
national," Lenin noted:

The relatively "peacoful" charac-
ter of the period between 1871 and
1914 first of all fostered opportun-
ism as a mood, then as a trenfi,, and
finally, as a, grory or strotu.tn, of
the labor bureaucracy and petty-
bourgeois fellow travellers. (Col-
lacteil Works, Vol. XIX, Interna-
tional Publishers, New Yotk, 1942,
p. 18.)

In his preface to the second
edition of his Cond;itions of the
Worki,ng Class in England,, written
in L892, Engels wrote: "With the
collapse of England's industrial
monopoly the British working
class will lose its privileged posi-
tion. . . ." (Cited by Lenin, Col-
lected,Works, XIX, p.345.) At one
point Karl Kautsky, pointing out
that England's industrial monop-
oly had long since been destroyed,
sought thereby to justify collabo-
ration and conciliation with op-
portunists. But Lenin was quick
to point out that while England
had lost its industrial monopoly,
the colonial monopoly remained
for some time. As long as Eng-
land's colonial hegemony re-
mained, he said, it was "econoru{,c-
alla able to bribe the upper strata
of its workers, devoting one or
two hundred million francs a year
for this purpose, because its super-
profits probably amount to a bil-
lion." (Ibid., p. 346.)

He went on to say:

Between 1848 and 1868, Partly
even later, England alone enjoyed
a monopoly. That is wh'g opportan'
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ism cou d be victorious there for
decades. There were no other coun-
tries with very rich colonies, or with
an industriail monopoly.

The last thind of the nineteenth
century witnessed the transition to
the new imperialist epoch. Monopoly
is enjoyed not in one, hut in some,
very few, Great Powers. The
monopoly of modern finance capital
is furiously challenged; the epoch
of imperialist wars has begun.
Formerly, the working class of one
oountry could be hribed and cor-
rupted for docades. At the present
time this is improbable perhaps
even impossi,ble. On the other hand,
however, eoerg,imTteriulist "Great"
Power can and does bribe smuller
(compared with Eng and in 1848-
1868) strata of the "labor aristoc-
racy." (Ibid,., p. 347.)

Lenin's observation, it should be
noted, was not that the problem
of opportunism declined as the
world moved into the imperialist
epoch. The tendency continued and
as a matter of fact became more
acute. What he observed was that
the category "aristocracy of
labor" would shrink. The loss of
monopoly status made it possible
to buy off only a small-yet not
insignificant-section of the work-
ing class. He further observed
that "the economic desertion of a
stratum of the labor aristocracy
to the side of the bourgeoisie has
matured and become an accom-
plished fact;' (Ibid,., p. 348.)

Opportunism, Lenin wrote, would
not be the dominant trend through-
out the imperialist epoch. Rather,
the history of the labor move-
ment unfoldecl two tendencies:

On the one hand, there is the
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tendency of the bourgeoise and the
opportunists to convert a handful
of the richest, privilegetl nations
into ('eternal" Parasites on the
body of the rest of mankind. . . .

On the other hand, there is the

tenderrcy of the n'La*les' who are
more oppressed than formerlY and
who bear the brunt of the suffering
caused by imperialist wars, to throw
ofr that yoke, to overthrow the
bourgeoise. (lbid., PP. 347-348')

Now, 66 Years since Engels
raised the question and 52 Years
since Lenin re-examined it, oP-

portunism is being discussed once

more. reference to the "atistocracy
of labor" has reaPPeared. Unfor-
tunately, the discussion has be-

come quite confused.

Debate Otser "Ari,stocracg of
Labor"

One problem is the tendencY of
the discussants to Pick the oPPo-

sition's weakest arguments, or to
do ind,irect ideological battle. \{it-
ness those who say: People who

claim there is an aristocracy of
labor give aid and comfort to the
New Left which says that all
labor is an aristocracy. Having
thus connectetl the two, one then

beats the New Left into a blooclY

heap and acts as if therebY the

notion of an "aristocracy of labor"
has been swept into the dustbin
of historY, when all that has reallY

been accomPlishecl is a travestY
of Marxism.

Another Problem is a tendencY

to confuse oPPortuni,sm an.d con'

sci,ousness, The subject under dis-

cussion is not the level of con-

sciousness of the working class as

a whole or of individual workers'
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Certainly the influence of agents-
aristocrats and the spread of op-
portunism and social chauvinism
affect consciousness. But it would
be a mistake to suggest that the
level of consciousness at any given
point is the indicator of the level
of bribery and corruption (e.9.' if
60 per cent of the workers are
racists then 60 per cent belong
to the "privileged stratum.") A
look at the state of Mississippi
would quickly indicate the foolish-
ness of such an assertion. Yet the
praetice persists. Witness the fre-
quent eonclusion that the "aris-
tocracy of labor" is the "white
working class" or (in the minds
of the more charitable or cau-
tious) at least most of it.

The same could be said of the
notion that ownership of a house
or an automobile earns one a list-
ing in the "aristocracy of labor"
or that one earns such a listing
by voting for one or the other of
the two bourgeois parties.

Another problem is that in try-
ing to find the correct forms of
activity for the present, emPiri-
cism triumphs over Marxism.
The history of the working class
is passed over as being creditable
but largely irrelevant ("it doesn't
tell us what to do today"). This
tendency can perhaps be (and is)
winked at or passed off as the im-
patience of youth. But the way
the future of the class is dealt
with cannot be treated in this
way. What any phenomenon uos
is important, as is what it is
antl what it co'n become,

The tendency is to "discover"
new "laws" in the present situa-
tion or to rlig up old concepts like
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the "aristocracy of labor" and
posit them as the determinants of
what will be. The trouble is that
the conjuring up of the id,ea can
become reality if it is transformed
into activity-or better still, in-
activity.

If today the working class is
not fulfilling its historic mission
on schedule, then the explanation
is that imperialism is able to bribe
it. Therefore as long as imperial-
ism exists it will be bribed
(barring a crisis). And therefore
"we" should turn our attention
elsewhere (to other classes or sub-
classes). A moment's thought will
reveal that if the conscious ele-
ments-those expected to spur the
development of consciousness-
turn elsewhere, the effect will be
that of a self-fulfiIling prophecy.

Opportuni,sm amd, ImpeNalism

How then are we to examine
the question of opportunism in
the labor movement and collusion
with U.S. imperialism and its for-
eign objectives? Not by denying
that such a thing exists, nor by
an ostrich-like stance that declares
such opportunism to be solely a
question of individual leaders who
have been corrupted, without any
reference to their economic and
social base and without any his-
torical meaning.

As an alternative we might try
using the scientific method em-
ployed by Lenin 52 years ago. He
said:

It would be absurd to regard the
whole question as one of personali-
ties. To explain the crisis of the
whole movement it is necessary,
firstIy, to examine the economic sig-
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nificance of a given policy; secondly,
the ideas underlying it; and thirdly,
its connection with the history of
various trends in Socialism. (/bid.,
pp. 18-19.)

What, then, is the economic sig-
nificance of collaboration of cer-
tain sectors of the labor move-
ment with imperialism in the con-
text of suppression of national
liberation movements, of neo-
colonialism and economic expan-
sion abroad?

At the close of World War II,
U.S. imperialism emerged with al-
most complete hegemony over the
capitalist world. The immediate
opponents in the war were de-
feated and prostrate (Germany,
Italy, Japan). The more tradi-
tional rivals were war-torn, their
economies a shambles (England,
France, Holland and others).

Victor Perlo noted in 1951:

Western Europe is the most vital
area in the WalI Street scheme of
world domination. It contains well-
developed industry and skilled
labor, thereby becoming a potential
source of great super-profits for the
imperialists who can reduce the area
to semircolonial or colonial status.
It is the key, wielded through the
older empires as intermediaries, to
domination of much of Africa and
Asia.

Lenin long ago pointed out that
imperialism strives to annex not
only agricultural regions, but also
highly industrial countries. With the
world already divided, imperialists
reach out for any kind of territory
from which to derive superprofits.
(Americom Imperiali,sm, Interna-
tional Publishers, New York, 1951,
p. 134.)

The superarofits were enormous
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and were far more important than
the "new economics" in producing
postrrirar prosperity. Another fac-
tor also had a major effect: the
construction and expansion of the
huge armaments complex.

It is true that for some sections
of U.S. monopoly the extensive
penetration of the colonies pro-
duced not insignificant returns.
But with the exception of oil
superprofits, the importance
(though not the potential) of this
factor has been overemphasized.

The rebuilding of Europe is
pictured in the popular histories
as costly altruism. Actually it was
nothing of the sort. The project
caused riches to flow into the
coffers of American capital. Wide-
spread unemployment was warded
off and a period of sustained
"affiuence" set in for millions of
workers.

From the beginning of the cold
war and the original collaboration
on the Marshall Plan and the
suppression of popular movements
in Greece and Turkey, through
the intricate web of CIA-type in-
trigues, Washington was able to
secure the growing support of
certain stratum of the labor
bureaueracy. In the main, this
support came from those asso-
ciated with Gompersism, craftism
and reactionary social democracy.

The class base through which
opportunism moved is located
mainly in the highest strata of the
craft unions. Elsewhere, particu-
larly in the major industrial
unions, it was usually promoted
by ruthless action by the leader-
ship, inclutling especially the
expulsion of advanced workers
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through government-sanctioned
anti-Communism. It was through
the craft unions that opportunism
attained a degree of hegemony
over the merged labor organi-
zation.

The war was hardly over when
William Z. Foster wrote: "The
AFL Executive Council's disrup-
tive stand toward the World Fed-
eration of Trade Unions fits in
perfectly with the progra,m of im-
perialist expansion of the big
American trusts to dominate the
world." (Problems of Organizeil
Labor Tod,ag, New Century Pub-
Iishers, New York, 1946, p. 33.)

At the 1947 CIO ,Convention,

Walter Reuther said:

. the thing that is weak about
American foreign policy is not its
idealism, is not its motives-those
motives cannot be challenged and
they need no defense from me-the
weakness is in how it is being sold
to the pepole of Europe. (Quoted ;b,y

John Williamson, "The AFL-CIO
Convention," Politi,cat Afrairs, De-
cember 1947.)

This is not the place to recount
the activities of certain strata of
the trade union leadership in the
period after the war. It is ade-
quately told elsewhere, including
George Morris's excellent Labor
and the C.IA. Suffiee it to say that
it is a story of active worldwide
collaboration with U.S. imperial-
ism. In Europe it took the form
of preparing the way for U.S. eco-
nomic penetration; in Asia, Africa
and Latin America it sought to
facilitate the penetration of neo-
cotronialism.

One important reason for look-
ing at it historically is to re-
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examine the idea that opportunism
and support for U.S. imPerialism
inside labor's ranks can be ex'
plained away as the "MeanY-
Lovestone axis." The phrase actu-
ally explains nothing. It is as if
Lenin were to condemn the
"Kautsky-Hilferding axis."

Dconomic Bwse for OPPortumism

What is being maintained here
is that while the forces of oppor-
tunism and soeial chauvinism de-
clined considerably with the com-
ing of the epoch of imPerialist
war and while the nature of its
social base (the "aristocracY of
labor" or "small upper strata")
underwent significant change, the
period which followed World War
II saw the opportunistic tendencY
reassert itself significantly in the
bureaueracy of the American labor
movement. Further, the Period wit'
nessed stepped-up penetration of
bourgeois ideology into the labor
movement and the development of
a (temporarily) privileged stra-
tum of the working class.

The above formulation, of
course, does not name the oppor-
tunists and social chauvinists nor
does it identify the upper "strata"

-that is, what workers, what in-
dustries, what unions. To do the
former is hardly necessary; to do

the latter is difficult, not only be-

cause of the limitations of the
writer's critical abilitY but also

beeause such identifications are
constantly in flux. For instance,
what might have been saitl of the
position (objectively) of highlY
skilled building trades workers
during the late fifties could hardly
be said totlay.
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About as close as Engels ever
came to precise identification was
his reference, in a letter to H.
Schluter in 1890, to "the old, ttade
unions, the skilled laborers, the
aristocracy of labor." He wrote:
"There you see the difference: the
new unions hold together; in the
present strike, sailors (steamer)
and firemen, lighterman and coal
carters are all together, but of
course not the engineers again,
they are still working l" (The Se'
lected, Corresponilence of Kad
Ma,rr Md, Frederick Engels,InteY'
national Publishers, New York,
1942, p. 464,)

Why the paucitY of Precise itlen-
tifications? The answer is simPle.
The formulations "aristocracy of
labor" and "upPer strata" were
developed in Polemics with the
opportunists and misleaders of
labor and those advocating collu-
sion with them. The Purpose was
not to write off sections of the
working class or the labor move-
ment. It was not to saY: these
guys, the oilers, theY are the re-
actionaries ! It was to affirm that
opportunism, as Lenin stated, is
not simply a matter of Personali-
ties but also has economic signi-
fieance. He wrote:

'We cannot-nor can anybodY else

calculate what portion of the prole-
tariat is following and will follow
the social-chauvinists a.nd opportu-
nists. This will only be revealed by
the struggle, it will be definitely de-
cided only by the socialist revolu-
tion. (Collected Worlcs, XIX' p. 351.

Sharpening of Imperi,alist
Contradi,cti,ons

U.S. economic Penetration of
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Europe and the underdeveloped
world began immediately at the
close of the war. It developed dur-
ing a period of almost cornplete
hegemony. Although it reaped
tremendous dividends from the be-
ginning, the full impact did not
come until near the end of the
Iast decade (about L957). It was
only at this point that the great
potential of the penetration was
felt sharply by the national econo-
mies of Europe and in the U.S.
The effect was twofold.

In Europe the effect has been
to sharpen severely the contradic-
tions ryithin the imperialist world.
Europe, once back on its feet,
found itself confronted with al-
most insurmountable competition,
not frorn the U.S., but from the
American economic structure
within its own borders. By now
nearly 60 per cent of the new in-
vestments in English industry
came from U.S. concerns, mostly
with capital generated in Europe
itself. In France, de Gaulle bases
his policies on curtailing and
weakening the U.S. position in
Europe, while in West Germany
debate rages over whether secur-
ity rests in becoming even more
an American fief or striking an
independent course along with
France.

In the U.S. the first effect was
increased eompetition from the
same sources encountered by the
Europeans. Some American indus-
tries found it increasingly difficult
to compete with U.S. branch in-
dustries based in Europe, thus the
rush to follow suit. This has, of
course, a major impact on the
U.S. trade union movement. U.S.
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workers are placed in the position
of being in direct competition wth
the lower-priced labor markets of
Europe. In steel, Iumber, auto and
scores of other industries, workers
face the constant threat of run-
away shops to Europe, a threat
similar to that of runaway shops
to the South. The South can be
organized. Already organized
European industries present a dif-
ferent problem-the uneven de-
velopment of capitalism.

This situation brought the 81
Communist parties that met in
1960 to observe:

The u,neven course of the devel-
opment of capitalism is continuousily
changing the balance of foroes he-
tween the imperialist countries. Ttre
narro\iler the sphere of imperialist
domination, the stronger the antago-
nisms between the imperialist pow-
ers. The problem of markets has be-
come more acute than ever. The new
interstate organizations which were
established under the slogan of "in-
tegration" actually lead to increased
antagonisms and struggles between
the imperialist countries. They are
new forms of the division of the
world capitalist market among the
biggest capitalist combines of pene-
tration by stronger irnperialist
states of the economies of their
weaker partners. (Statement of the
81 Marxist-Leninist Parties," P oliti,-
tical Affui,rs, January 1961.)

The above considerations led the
parties to declare: "A new stage
has begun in the development of
the general crisis of capitalism."
It is characterized by

. the growing instability of the
entire world oconomic system of cap-
italism; the sharpening of the con-
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tnadictions crf capitalism resulting
from the growth of state-monoPolY
capitalism and militarism; the in-
creasing contradictions between
monopolies and the interests of
monopoly as a whole.

Shrinlcing Base For Opportunism

Another development which has
directly affected American work-
ers is intimately connected with
foreign economic penetration. Ad-
vanced technology, spurred by the
war and by military spending, has
become a principal weapon for
U.S. penetration abroad and has
made a qualitative change in the
exploitation of workers at home.

Gus Hall has written:

The explanation for the present-
day U.S. reality lies in the height-
ened, greatly sharpened relations
between these two classes [lahor and
capitall. The new, immediate fac-
tors propelling the objective reality
can be stated in tqro words-auto
mation and the poliey of irnperialist
war (Tha Trad,e Urdon Mooement:
Beaiew and Perspecti,oes, mimeo-
graphed draft, 1967.)

If automation is exacting a
price from workers at the point
of production and in the unem-
ployed lines, imperialist adven-
tures abroad have become a greah
economic burden on the workers
and, indeed of other sectors (in-
cluding a major section of the
ruling class). The war in Vietnnm
woduces no superproTtfs,' it is, as
Hall says, a t'massive miscalcula-
tion."

Thus the following changes
have oceurred in the situation in
which the "aristocracy of labor"
is being discussed:
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1. There is a change in the
nature of the epoch in which the
discussion takes place.

2. There is an increasing chal-
lenge to U.S. hegemony, through
competition from the Soviet Union
and the growth of economic na-
tionalism in Western Europe.

3. U.S. penetration abroad
which once produced considerable
superprofits and temporary beneflt
for a stratum of the working class
has now become a threat of deci-
sive importance to the class as a
whole.

4. The negative effects of auto-
mation have sharpened the class
struggle.

5. The cost of foreign military
adventures has been shifted to the
backs of the people as a whole,
particularly the working class.

The effect of all this has been
and will be the shrinking of the
economic base for opportunism
and social chauvinism.

Does this mean that these will
disappear? Not at all; they will
always be with us.

The change in the era and the
situation should be a warning
against a static view. It would be
criminal folly to regartl any but
the most reactionary as lost from
the faith forever (it would be
equally foolish to suggest their
return is inevitable because of
"objective conditions"). Perhaps
the classic illustration of this is
the new situation in the auto in-
dustry. Foreign competition and
the neetl for international bar-
gaining and standards have tlras-
tically changed the situation in
which the union operates. This is
reflected in the shifting stance of
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the leadership.
W'hat, then, is the antidote for

the presence of opportunism in
the labor movement? It is, as in
all things, the conscious activity
of human beings, not the abstract
promotion of formulations. Lenin
wrote:

. . . it is our duty, therefore, if we
wish to remain Socialists, to go
down lower and. deeper, to the real
masses; this is the whole meaning
and the whole content of the strug-
gle against opportunism. Exposing
the fact;that opportunists and social
chauvinists really betray and sell
the interests of the masses, that
they defenrl the temporarg privil-
eges (emphasis added-C.8.) of a
minority of workers, that they are
the conduits of bourgeois ideas and
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influence, that in practice theY are
the allies and agents of t'he bour-
geoise, we thereby teaeh the masses
to understand the r real political in-
terests to fight for socialism and the
revolution throughout the long anil
painful vicissitudes of imperialist
wars and imperialist armistices.
(Colleated lVorks, XIX, P. 351.)

If we are careful to remember
that the tendency described bY the
term is real and exists to some
extent always as a sPawning
ground for influences which must
be combatted resolutelY, then we
should probably droP the use of
the term "aristocracY of labor"
and along with it "uPPer strata."
As the lines which will mark the
brewing struggle become clearer,
no doubt, a new phase will emerge.

One of the concepts,that has come under challenge is that of
leadership to rnasses-the idea of mass struggle, mass movements,

as an indispensable key to social progress, to the achievement of
socialism. There is a need to ffght for the concept that a revo-

lutionary movement is above all a mass rnovement. This is a

Leninis't-a working class-app,roach to struggle. It is the only
path to victory.

There are ell sorts of pressures against this concept. These

pressures reflect a Petty-bourgeois infuence on the strug$g fo1

iocial progress. They all reflect the individualism, the lack of
class cohesiveness of the middle class.

Gus Hall, For A Meaningful Alternatiae, p. 6L
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Nkrumah and the [ongo
The "challenge of the Congo"

is a challenge to create the po-
litical unity necessary for the vic-
tory of the African Revolution.
The Congo is perhaps the most
horrible example of how the impe-
rialists exploit the divisions antl
disunity existing in the countries
of Africa, Asia, and Latin Amer-
ica. President Nkrumah of Ghana
is a long-time advocate of African
unity, one of Africa's outstanding
statesmen, and was closely in-
volved in the events he describes
in his book.* He puts forward
a carefully reasoned plea for Afri-
can unity while presenting us with
undoubtedly the most clear and Iu-
cid historical account to date of
the incredibly complex Congo sit-
uation.

On June 30, 1960, the new Re-
public of the Congo became inde-
pendent. There was an arrny mu-
tiny almost immediately. The mu-
tiny was exactly the pretext the
Belgians needed to invade (or re-
invade) the Congo. Moise Tshom-
be, backed by the huge mining
firm Union Miniere du Haut-Ka-
tanga, declared the "secession" of
Katanga province from the rest of
the Congo. Union Miniere refused

* Kwanre Nkrumah, The Challenge
ol tho Congoz A Casa Stu.du ol For-
eign Presstn'ee in an Independ,ent
State, Inlernational Publishers, New
York, 1967, 304 pp., S7.60.
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to pay taxes to Premier Lumum-
ba's government, throwing it into
finaneial chaos, while it provided
Tshombe's regime with 70 per cent
of its budget.

Tshombe was able to pay white
mercenaties to train and officer
his army, to buy war material
from West Germany, France, Bel-
gium and Britain, and to launch a
world-wide propaganda eampaign
in favor of his "pro-Western, anti-
Communist" regime.

The legal Congo government
appealed to the U.S. for aid. A
UN "peace-keeping: foroe" was
sent to the Congo. Lumumba soon
began to complain that the UN
acted as if it were out to replace
the Congolese government rather
than protect it. Neither Lumum-
ba nor Secretary-General Dag
Hammarskjold seem to have real-
ized the utter ruthlessness of their
real opponertts, nor the extremely
high stakes they were playing for.
Both Lumumba and Hammar-
skjold might well have taken this
advice Nkrumah offered to Lu-
mumba in a 1960 letter:

Brother, we harze been in the game
for some time now and we know
how to handle the imperialists antl
colonialists. The only colonialist or
imperialist that I trust is a dead
one. (P. 46.)

Unfortunately, Lumumba, too
trusting, put himself in a situa-
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tion where he could be kidnapped,
taken to Katanga and brutally
murdered in the presence of
Tshombe. This crime, which
shocked the world, led to the break
between the socialist countries and
Hammarskjold. Hammarskjold,
also too trusting, flew to meet
Tshombe at Ndola, Northern Rho-
desia (now Zambia) on the night
of September 17, 1961. His plane,
taking its "landing instructions"
from Ndola tower, lowered its
wheels and landed in the thick
forest nine miles west of the air-
port. All sixteen aboard, includ-
ing Hammarskjold, were killed.

It is no exaggeration to say that
the imperialists were playing for
high stakes: the Congo is the so-
called "free world's" biggest sup-
plier of uranium, as well as the
producer of 60 per cent of its co-
balt, 70 per cent of its industrial
diamonds, and nearly 10 per cent
of its copper. The Congo forms
a shield, protecting the racist, im-
perialist-dominated South of Af-
rica from the more progressive
North. Its potential as a base
from which to dominate the rest
of Africa, the Middle East, and
even Europe was understood.

And obviously, this is not sim-
ply an affair of the nasty Belgians.
Since 1945, the United States has
bought up the entire production
of Congolese uranium. United
States interests are also involved
in Union Miniere: 20 per cent of
U.M. stock was held by the Brit'
ish firm, Tanganyika Concessions,
Ltd. ("Tanks" for short), whose
boavd of directors is loaded with
Tory M.P.'s and other unsavory
characters. In 1950, the U.S.
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pressured Britain into selling 600,-
000 shares of "Tanks" to an Amer-
iean firm in the Rockefeller group.
This was the price Britain had
to pay for Marshall Plan aid.*

U.S. involvement in the Congo
took place through three admin-
istrations-Eisenhower, KennedY,
and Johnson. Whatever else Ken-
nedy may have done, at least he
recognized the growing strength
of African nationalism in North-
ern Rhodesia and the imPending
break-up of the Rhodesian Federa-
tion. This is probably the reason
why Tshombe was dumPed, with-
out ceremony, in 1963, and Union
Miniere began to pay taxes to the
central Congo government. (Curi
ously, the press campaign in fa-
vor of Katanga came to an abrupt
halt at the same time.)

But when Kennedy was assassi-
nated, Lumumbist groups were
beginning to gather strength in
the Congo, especially in the area
around Stanleyville. The new
Johnson administration inter-
vened again in force, using U.S.
planes and Cuban exile pilots to
bomb Stanleyville. Tshombe ar-
rived back in the Congo, and to
everyone's horror was proclaimed
premier in violation of Congolese

Iaw. Mercenaries began their
dirty work again, acting under
lnstructions sueh as these: "Even
if men, women and children come
running to you, even if they fall
on their knees before you, begging
for mercy, don't hesitate. Just
shoot. To kill." (P. 260.)

* R. Palme Dutl,, Probleme of Con-
tarnporary Historg, International
P,urblishers, New York, 1968, pp.
68-69.
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It seems unlikely that instruc-
tions such as the above were nec-
essary for the ex-Wehrmacht of-
ficers, ex-Legionnaires, Afrikaner
nationalists, and other scum who
fought for Tshombe. For many of
the mercenaries, Katanga was the
last ditch of a battle they had
started losing at Stalingrad, in
Vietnam, in Algeria, and now here.
It seems insane, but in this coun-
try, the mercenaries were called
"freedom fighters" who were try-
ing to save W'estern eivilization,
while Patrice Lumumba was de-
scribed as a ttmad dogr" a "canni-
bal" and a "saYage."

Moise Tshombe's premiership
eame to an abrupt end when he
drew too close to General de Gaulle
(who was beeoming Washing-
ton's favorite bete noi,r). When
Tshombe took the Congo into the
French-sponsored Afro-Malagasy
Common Organization (OCAM),
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he was sacked and in November
1965, Col. Mobutu, that staunch
anti-Communist, set up a military
dictatorship. Recently, Tshombe
began to seem more useful dead
than alive, so he was betrayed
to his enemies. Commenting on
this, Tshombe said: "I was the
victim of the CIA. . . . The impe-
rialists could not tolerate the fact
that I was received three times
by General de Gaulle." (Los An-
geles Ti,mes, July 22, 1967,) If
anyone should know about CIA
plots, it is Moise Tshombe.

President Nkrumah has made
a convincing case for African
unity in this book. He has also
shown what powerful forces are
fighting against that unity and
how difficult of achievement it is
likely to be. Difficult, unless we,
here, and others all over the world
play our part in the final victory.

The unity of Negro and white workers in the labor movement
and a ffrm alliance between labor and the Negro freedom move-
ment are the keys to progress in our country. This is equally true
in both the North and South. Without this unity, labor can make
no substantial gains organizationally, economically or politically.
Without such unity the Negro freedom movement is fatally handi-
capped in the ffght to put a permanent end to the system of
jim crow.

Trade Union Resolution,
l8th National Convention, C.P.U.S.A.



ANNOUNCEMENT

To Our Readers:

After months of deliberation we have reluctantly concluded
that we must increase the subscription rate tor Poli,tical Affairs.
The mounting cost of publishing as well as increases in mailing
leave us no alternative. Therefore, the yearly sub-rate will go
up to $6.@ and single copies to 60 cents, beginning with the
September, 1968 issue.

We hope our readem ,"ill h"lp during these intervening rnonths
to convince others to become subscribers at the lower rate of
$5.00 per year.

If you are not yet a subscriber-will you send in your subscrip.
tion now.

If your subscription expires at any time before the end of the
year, semd in your renewal before the new rates go into effect.

Perzuade your neighbor, sholunate or friend to become a
reader. Help build our circulation by securing at least one new
subscriber during the coming rnonths.

And take advantage of our introductory offer-$1.00 for three
months-to introduce Pollttcal Affairs to activists in the freedom
and peace movements-in your shop, trade union or in your oom-
munity.

The increased sub-rate will not wipe out our deffeit. Therefore,
wfll you please send us your contribution to help cover our
actual costs of publishing the magazine.

We look forward to your cooperation.

-Tnr Eorrons
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A leading Afro-American Communist presents his views on
black power and the ghetto revolts, the right of armed
self-defense and the dangers of calls for "guerrilla warfare,. the
nature of the increasingly violent and genoeidal white racism,
the positive features of black nationalism and the pidalls of brack
separatism.

The author sees possibilities for some reforms of the present
economic struefure, but views a fundamental transformation of
society as necessEuy for the achievement of full liberation. His
obse.rvations from recent trips to Cuba, the Soviet Union, Ghana
and Mali help provide indications of what must be done to save
America.

This ffrst full-length Marxist contribution to the eritical na-
tional debate arising from the black revolt against sacial oppres-

sion is must reading as the "long, hot" spring enters sumtrler.

$1.95 papeprback; 95.95 cloth
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